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Law and Order Committee
reports on community meeting
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U.S. Helsinki Commission condemns
military regime in Poland
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NEW YORK - The executive board
of the Committee for Law and Order in
the UCCA released a communique
about the community conference it
convened in New York on December 19
in order to discuss the actual state of
affairs within the U.S. Ukrainian com–
munity. The communique was dated
December 20.
The full text of the communique
(translated from the original Ukrainian
by The Weekly) follows.
Communique

The community conference convened
on Saturday, December 19, in New
York by the executive board of the
Committee for Law and Order in the
UCCA, was attended by 75 persons who
represented 30 community institutions.
Among those present were delegates of
Ukrainian communities in Detroit,
Minneapolis, Newark arid Trenton,
N.J.,and Philadelphia; also represented
were communities in Miami, Los Ange–
les, San Francisco and Chicago.
The conference was called to order by
the first president of the committee's
executive board, John Flis, who pre–
sented the agenda and reported on the
negotiations with representatives of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America. At the conclusion of the
report, participants were read the full
text of the written reply of the present
UCCA (dated November 28) in re–
sponse to the conditions put forth by the
Committee for Law and Order. The
participants regretfully noted that the
UCCA executive board had rejected all
four proposals of the committee which
were aimed at attaining a compromise
solution to the existing conflict.
Second to report about the activity of
the executive board of the Committee
for Law and Order was Wan Oleksyn
who, during the past few months, has
taken over the duties of its president, in
view of the negative conclusion of
negotiations with the UCCA executive
board, the conference participants were
presented two concepts of the structure
and activity of a body which would
provide opportunity for beneficial and
timely activity for member-organiza–
tions of the present Committee for Law
and Order. These two conceptions were
presented by Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky
and George Soltys. For these same
reasons, the executive board of the
Committee for Law and Order, having
completed the first phase of activity for
which it was established, recommended
the election of a new executive board
which would implement the decisions
made at the community conference.

As a result of a broad discussion, the
conference participants decided to, in
the coming months, prepare the com–
munity for an all-national conference
which would determine the feasibility
and concrete goals of an association of
those organizations and individual
community members who cannot accept
the uncompromising stand of the pre–
sent UCCA. With this goal in mind, the
following committees were created:
organization, program, by-laws, finan–
i press. Each committee is
nembers of the conference.

The participants called on the outgoing executive board of the Committee
for Law and Order to take on the
responsibilities of the preparatory
committee of the all-national con–
ference.
The December 19 conference was a
daylong meeting; it was conducted in a
cordial and businesslike atmosphere.
The conference was conducted by vasyl
Kolodchyn of Detroit, who served as
presidium chairman; Petro Karkoc of
Minneapolis, vice chairman; and Dr.
Roman Borkowsky of New York and
(Continued on page 13)

WASHINGTON - The commis–

sion on Security and Cooperation in
Europe expressed the most profound
concern over the imposition of military
rule — in violation of the Helsinki Final
Act —in Poland on December 14aimed
at the suppression of the Polish workers'
movement. Solidarity.
Commission Chairman Dante B.
Fascell said: "Once again a Communist
government has shown that fear is its
only recourse when the people express
their will. Ten million Poles joined
Solidarity, the first independent advo–
cate of workers' rights in an East
European country.
"Significantly, Gen. Jaruzelski
imposed martial law just days before the
Polish parliament was to consider new
labor Laws which would have made
Poland the first Warsaw Pact country
to be in conformity with international
Labor Organization standards."
The martial law provisions are in
flagrant violation of key human rights
and Basket Hi provisions of the Hel–
sinki Final Act, said the CSCE, also
known as the Helsinki Commission.
The commission cited the following as
violations:

Solidarity supporters urge U.S.
to impose embargo on Poland
NEW YORK - The Committee in
Support of Solidarity, an ad hoc group
formed in New York two week ago in
response to events in Poland, has called
on the United States government to
declare a complete embargo on all
economic and cultural relations with
Poland unless the military regime in
that country puts an end to the state of
war it has declared, releases all Soli–
darity members, restores communica–
tions with the outside world, and
recognizes Solidarity's right to exist as
an independent entity.
The committee made its position
known in a statement it released here on
the eve of a rally in support of Solidarity
held Saturday, December 19, in New
York.
The Committee in Support of Solida–
rity is composed of Poles now in the
United States who have had relations
with Solidarity and the KOR (Commit–
tee for Social Self-Defense), as well as
labor-related organizations that have
been concerned with the Polish ques–
tion for the past year and a half. Among
these organizations is the Polish
Workers Task Force set up under the
aegis of the AFL-СІО to provide support — both moral and material — to
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the Solidarity movement in Poland.
The committee has also been working
closely with the New York-based Com–
mittee for the Defense of Soviet Politi–
cal Prisoners.
Excerpts of the statement of the
Committee in Support of Solidarity
follow.
Statement
The free world must not stand by
passively and allow the present Polish
regime to destroy Solidarity and free–
dom in Poland. .
The United States must make clear to
the Polish and Soviet governments
what the consequences for them will be
if the present repressions continue. We
reject the position put forth by the
Soviet regime that the current crackdown in Poland is purely an internal
Polish affair. There is no doubt that the
Polish military government is acting
because of Soviet pressure, and that the
Soviet regime is thereby intervening by
proxy.
The United States must continue to
make clear to the Soviet regime that it
will not tolerate any direct intervention

о the suspension of basic civil rights,
particularly those of personal liberty,
defined in the Polish Constitution;
о the ban on holding of all kinds of
gatherings, processions, demonstra–
tions and public meetings;
a the imposition of criminal penalties,
including arrest, detention and sum–
mary trial of citizens who are suspected
of posing a threat to the interests,
security or defense of tije state;
a the introduction of forced labor;
a the imposition of state censorship
over all forms of communication,
including all mail, telecommunications
and telephone conversations;
a introduction of limitations on
freedom of movement, including a
nightly curfew, on all Polish citizens;
a the virtual halting of traffic at all
Polish borders for all Polish citizens.
Manvpf these provisions, said the
CSC'b,^t"similar to normal, everyday
restrictions placed on the lives of people
in the Soviet Union.
The commission also stated that the
government-imposed news blackout in
Poland — flouting Helsinki pledges to
promote the free exchange of ideas —
has given the government a monopoly
on information. Through this monopoly, official attempts have been made
to mislead public opinion by blaming
Solidarity for the crisis. Such a transparent tactic will never succeed in
covering up government-imposed sup–
pression of civil, political, economic
and social rights pledged in the Helsinki
Accords, the commission said.
The continued presence in Poland of
Marshal viktor Kulikov, Soviet com–
mander-in-chief of the Warsaw Pact,
reveals the depth of Soviet commit–
ment to the present brutal course in
Poland, noted the CSCE. indeed, the
presence of high-level Soviet military —
and the timing of the action during the
Christmas season — point to parallels
with the tragic situation in Afghanistan.

1NS1DE:
Ш Nadia Svitlychna on the Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Group - page 2.
Ш Uke-eye by Anisa Handzia
Sawyckyj - page 5.
Ш The humor column by Roman
Juzeniw - page 5.
Ш A review of the events of 1981 —
page 6.
Ш Panorama by Helen Perozak
Smindak - page 13.
Ш Ukrainian pro hockey update by
ihor N. Stelmach - page 14.

(Continued on page 16)
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National aspirations and the Kiev group
Reprinted by permissionfrom the fall
issue of Smoloskyp. a Washingtonbased quarterly dealing with human
rights affairs in Ukraine and Eastern
Europe. Smoloskyp is published by the
Helsinki Guarantees for Ukraine Com–
mittee and the Smoloskyp Ukrainian
information Service.
by Nadia Svitlychna
On November 9, 1976, the 10 found–
ing members of the Ukrainian Public
Group to Promote the implementation
of the Helsinki Accords announced the
formation of the group and declared its
aims and principles, in their first jointly
produced document, their Declaration,
they wrote:
"We Ukrainians live in Europe,
which in the first half of the 20th century
has twice been ravaged by horrible
wars. These wars inundated the Ukrai–
nian land with blood, just as they did the
land of other European countries. And
that is why we consider illegal the fact
that Ukraine, a full-fledged member of
the United Nations, was not represented
by a separate delegation at the Helsinki
Conference on Security and Coopera–
tion in Europe."
This introductory paragraph stipu–
lates the importance of the national
aspect in the activities of the first
national Helsinki group in the Soviet
Union. There is no wonder then that of
the four points in the Declaration that
outline the goals of the group, two
affirm exclusively national problems:
" To demand that Ukraine, as a
sovereign European state and a U.N.
member, be represented by its own
delegation at all internationaLconfe–
rences at which the resu-ff^W the
implementation of the Helsinki Accords will be discussed;
ь For the sake of the free exchange of
information and ideas, to demand the
accreditation in Ukraine of representa–
tives of the foreign press, the creation of
independent news agencies, and the
like.
A few days after the creation of the
group, its leader, Mykola Rudenko,
appealed in an open letter to people of
good will and expressed his fears for the
newborn "child of freedom." These
fears are interwoven with the author's
aching for his voiceless nation, which
today chokes on chauvinist fumes. Mr.
Rudenko writes:
"Before the war 1 served in an NKvD
division assigned to protect the govern–
ment. During the war 1 was a political
officer in an army company in the
blockaded city of Leningrad. І always
believed in and continue to believe in
the sincerity of the Russian people. But
І do not believe the Russian chauvinists
— it is they who turned the sacred treaty
between Ukraine and Russia into a
worthless piece of paper...
"The world has, no doubt, long since
become convinced that the membership
of Ukraine in the United Nations is a
Stalinist tactic which was inherited by
the new rulers of Russia, in the West,
after all, our multinational country is
still called Russia. And this entrenched
tradition is grist for the mill of Russian
chauvinists."
if you read the documents of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group carefully,
you will notice the importance, among
the different human rights, that the
group attaches to the right to indepen–
dence and sovereignty of the Ukrainian
nation (and of other nations) within the
USSR, in fact, nationality themes mark
all of the documents issued throughout
the five-year activity of the group —
from the first Declaration to the final

information Bulletin of September
1980.
in a short survey there is no oppor–
tunity to do a wide-ranging analysis of
the group's attention to the nationality
issue, so a few examples will have to
suffice.
in the document "Ukraine of the
Summer of 1977," the group states:
"Though possessed of an enormous
reservoir of love of freedom, wisdom,
creativity, of rare riches of the earth and
the spirit, in a critical moment she
(Ukraine) was unable to hold on to her
statehood and became a colony of a
cruel, merciless empire, whose will was
diametrically opposed to the will of an
enslaved Ukraine.
"Russia violated all of the fraternal
treaties and trampled the word spoken
in Pereyaslav. A people whose love of
freedom Europe had enthused over
became serfs, slaves, bondservants to
alien ravagers. Hryhoriy Petrovsky,
speaking in the Duma, provided an
excellent characterization of auto–
cracy's criminal activity in Ukraine degradation of cultural and spiritual
life, merciless exploitation of natural
resources, unceasing genocide."
The document further announces
several thoroughly thought-out theses
on the subject of statehood (for the
Ukrainian people as well as for neighboring peoples), in particular: "the most
radical demand of the spirit of the
Ukrainian nation, for itself and for
fraternal peoples, is for sovereignty of
creative manifestation in all areas of
spiritual and economic life."
On November 9,1977, Oles Berdnyk,
who was then the leader of the Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Group, issued a "Mani–
festo" in the name of the group, in which
he tried to analyze the short but difficult
road that the group had traveled in its
first year of existence, in the "Mani–
festo," Mr. Berdnyk again outlines the
criteria which motivated the members
of the group and affirms the naturalness
of human ' rights and man's primacy
above the state. Outlining the situation
of peoples that "have fallen into the trap
of pseudolaw and pseudolegality," the
author writes:
"A vivid illustration of this assertion
are the trials of those people who,
believing in the constitutional guaran–
tees, raised the issue about the idea of
Ukraine's secession from the USSR.
For merely expressing the notion of
'secession,' which is guaranteed by law,
people were sentenced to execution by
firing squad."
A central place in this document is
given to reflections on the Ukrainian
situation.
"Bureaucrats see red when members
of rights movements raise the issue of
Ukraine: 'What the devil do you want?
There never has been and there is no
Ukrainian problem. Uk"raine isaconsti–
tuent and inseparable part of the union,
free among the free, happy among the
happy, a member of the United Nations,
a sovereign state; in every corner its
singers sing and its dancers dance, it
produces such-and-such amounts of
steel, pig iron, coal, meat, milk and grain
per capita...'
"But for us, however strange it may
seem, it is not enough to ruminate and
burp with satiation, while applauding
dancers in embellished Kozak cloaks
and trousers. Our gaze encompasses the
spiritual reality of modern times and
rises with horror to the bright stars the eyes of God - begging the Spirit of
the Universe to answer the ominous
question: 'God, where has Ukraine
disappeared? What has happened to
it'' "
(Continued on pagt ^,
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Kiev authorities seek informers
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
An unsigned samvydav document, a
copy of which recently reached the
West, reports that the authorities in
Kiev have launched a campaign that can
only be interpreted as an attempt at
mass recruitment of police informers
among the population.
in September, residents of the city
began receiving postcards requesting
them to report anonymously any vio–
lations of public order or of the rules of
socialist life. The postcards are sent out
in the name either of the appropriate
neighborhood Council of the Public
Station for Maintenance of Order
(Soviet obshchestvennogo punkta okh–
rany poriadka) or of the community
(obshchestvennost) of a given raion.1
The "public stations" are attached to
raion police departments and are
manned bydruzhynnyky,volunteers who
carry out auxiliary police duties. An
example of one of the postcards is
appended to the samvydav document
and reads as follows:
"Dear Comrade!
"The public stations for maintenance
of order and the organs of internal
affairs are making great efforts to
institute exemplary public order in our
raion. The achievement of this goal will
be greatly facilitated by prompt reaction to every violation of the law and
by calling to account the guilty persons.
For this, the extensive support and
participation of the entire population is
required. The faster violations of the

law and crimes are known about, the
faster measures can be taken.
"We ask you to report, without
mentioning your name, all cases known
to you of violations of public order and
the rules of Socialist communal life, of
persons leading an anti-social way of
life, failing to work, or abusing alcoho–
lic beverages, of problem families, and
of adolescents who have given up their
studies, to the Council of the Public
Station for Maintenance of Order of the
Zhadanovsky microraion between 19:00 and 23:00 hours at telephone
No. 27-41-01, and at other times to the
Department of internal Affairs of
Zaliznychnyi Raion at telephone No.
76-70-21 or 77-31-00.
"Council of the Public Station for
Maintenance of Order of the
Zhadanovsky Raion."
The samvydav document points
out that this is the first time since
Stalin's days that the authorities have
appealed to members of the public on
such a scale to inform on their fellow
citizens. Certainly, the campaign sug–
gests that the police in Kiev, which is the
third largest city in the Soviet Union
and has a population of over 2 million,
is experiencing difficulties in maintain–
ing an acceptable level of public order.
A further indication of concern about,
crime prevention is the fact that on
October 9 and 10 the city hosted a
(Continued on page S)
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Yosyf Terelia released
ORANGE, Calif. - Yosyf Terelia, a
member of the banned Ukrainian
Catholic Church in the USSR, has
recently been released from a general
psychiatric hospital near his home in the
Transcarpathian region, reported Kes–
ton News.
The 38-year-old Ukrainian Catholic
activist first got into trouble at school
for asserting Ukrainian nationalism, in
1962, he was sentenced to four years in a
labor camp on a criminal charge, and
later received a supplementary eight-year
term for "slandering" the government.
in 1972, he was diagnosed mentally ill
for allegedly writing and disseminating
Ukrainian poetry and sent to the Sy–
chovka Special Psychiatric Hospital
near Smolensk.
Shortly after his release on April 7,
1976, he petitioned Bishop Agafangel,
the Russian Orthodox bishop of vin–
nytsia, in an attempt to gain permission
to train for the priesthood. The bishop
consented to the request, but in Novem–
ber, Mr. Terelia was detained in a

vinnytsia mental hospital for two
weeks.
After he was released with a warning,
Mr. Terelia wrote a protest letter to the
head of the KGB. in April 1977 he was
detained in a mental hospital

Czech dissidents warned
LONDON - Czech authorities
rounded up 15 dissidents on December
13 and warned them not to support the
protests of workers in Poland, where
martial law had been declared a few
hours earlier, reported the Associated
Press.
Citing Jan Kaven, director of the
London-based Palach Press, the AP
reported that all the dissidents were
eventually released after being warned
that they would face stiff penalties if
they spoke out against the imposition of
a state of emergency in Poland by
Communist Party leader Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski.
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90th of patriarch
to be celebrated
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Pope creates Ruthenian dioceseHost city readies
NEWARK, N.J. - Auxiliary Bis– College and Seminary in Lisle, ill., he

hop Thomas v . Dolinay of
the Byzantine-Ru thenian Dio–
PHILADELPHIA - The metro– cese of Passaic was named on Decem–
politan's chancery here has announced ber 15 by Pope John Paul 11 to head the
that the U.S. celebrations of the 90th newly created Byzantine Catholic Dio–
birthday of Patriarch Josyf will be held cese of van Nuys, Calif., reported The
February 28, 1982, under the protecto– Star-Ledger.
The new diocese was created by the
rate of Archbishop-Metropolitan Ste–
phen Sulyk and all Ukrainian Catholic vatican from the Diocese of Parma,
Ohio, and marks the fourth U.S. dio–
bishops in the United States.
The day's events will begin with an cese created since 1924 for Eastern Rite
ecumenical pontifical divine liturgy at Catholics with roots in Ruthenia.
the immaculate Conception Ukrainian
Bishop Dolinay, 58, is the first bishop
Catholic Cathedral in Philadelphia. A of a diocese encompassing 16,000
concert will follow at the Philadelphia Byzantine-Ruthenian Catholics, 23
Academy of Music.
priests and 15 parishes in 13 western
A special nationwide organizing states.
"The presence of a bishop" for
committee will be established in order to
prepare the celebrations.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Byzantine-Ruthenian Catholics in Cali–
fornia, Oregon, Washington, idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah,
Mstyslav visits Australia Nevada,
Colorado, Arizona, Mexico, Hawaii
and
Alaska
"is meant to give new
SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J. Metropolitan Mstyslav of the Ukrai– impetus to the apostolic efforts of our
nian Orthodox Church in the U.S.A. priests and laity," the new bishop said.
left on a pastoral visit to Australia on
Since 1969, under Bishop Emil J.
November 30.
Mihalik of the Parma Diocese, seven
The primary purpose of the metropo– parishes were established in what is now
litan's visit is to head the 10th Eparchal the Diocese of van Nuys. in addition,
Sobor of the Ukrainian Autocephalous 11 other sites are under consideration
Orthodox Church in Australia. He will for parishes in the new diocese, he said.
also visit several parishes and officiate
Bishop Dolinay, a native of Unionat the ordination of two priests.
town, Pa., was born in 1923. His father
Metropolitan Mstyslav is being ac– was also a Byzantine-rite priest.
After studying at St. Procopius
companied by Deacon Yuriy Halytsia.

"Peace on Earth"
Message of the Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy on the occasion of the World
Day of Peace.
TO THE CLERGY, RELlGlOUS AND THE BELOvED FA1THFUL
OF OUR EPARCH1ES:
Peace in the Lord and our episcopal blessing!
"Peace on Earth!" - this was the greeting the angels gave as they
announced the glad tidings of Christmas to the world, it is also the greeting of
each one of us. All the accomplishments of our lives have no value if we cannot
make use of them in peace. Nothing frightened and disconcerted our
ancestors more than the prospect of war, which so often ravaged and ruined
our Ukrainian lands.
Let us heed the call of His Holiness Pope John Paul H to mark January 1,
1982, as the World Day of Peace and spend it in prayer for peace in the world.
Many of our faithful came to this country because of the events of the first
and second world wars. We know that the deprivation of the personal
freedom of our brothers in Ukraine and, especially, the religious persecution
they endure are the fruits of war. History demonstrates time and again that
wars bring misfortune, ruination, death and suffering to mankind. Man must
learn to settle his disputes by peaceful means.
The holy father points out that peace in the world shall be attained only if
each individual dedicates himself fully to God, so that the Holy Spirit might
dwell in him and be manifest in all his thoughts and feelings. Only then, when
each of us, truly inspired by God, shall desire peace and be ready to live
according to the dictates of the Holy Gospel in his own life, shall there be
peace.
The holy father calls all men of good will to forgiveness and reconciliation.
May each man examine his own conscience and review his own readiness to
forgive and reconcile. May each man endeavor to practice these in his family,
in his social, political and personal relationships - everywhere and at all
times.
His Holiness also calls on all statesmen to be men of peace. The Church has
always blessed the efforts of individuals and groups which work for world
peace. Although we are saddened by the wars presently waged in various parts
of the world, we thank God that there has been no global conflagration for the
past 40 years and that we in America, this land blessed by God, enjoy the
many blessings of peace.
Therefore, to thank Almighty God for the grace of peace and to ask Him to
ignite in our hearts a desire for true peace on earth, we ask the honorable
clergy to officiate at appropriate services — such as akathists, molebens,
common recitations of the rosary, etc., for this intention and to exhort the
faithful in their sermons to pray and perform good works toward this end.
One Sunday in January may also be set aside for the purpose of prayer for
peace, because it is what the Holy Father, the Church and all mankind desires.
The intentions of this Sunday may also be joined with the marking of
Ukrainian independence Day on January 22.
Let us remember the words of the Apostle Paul in his letter to the
Corinthians: "Strive for perfection... agree with one another, live in peace,
and the God of love and peace will be with you." (2 Cor. 13:11)
May the grace of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and the love of God the
Father and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit always be with you.

was ordained in Uniontown in 1948. His
first assignments as assistant pastor
were at churches in Johnstown, Pittsburgh and Pottstown, Pa. From 1964to
1976, he was pastor of St. John the
Baptist Church in Bridgeport, Conn.
in 1966 he was elevated to the rank of
monsignor and 10 years later was
named by Pope Paul vi an auxiliary
bishop in the Passaic Diocese headed by
Bishop Michael J. Dudick.
Since being named bishop, he has
been in residence in Mountaintop, Pa.,
serving as vicar general of the diocese,
episcopal vicar for Pennsylvania priests,
vicar for Hungarians, a member of the
diocesan building commission and
editor of Eastern Catholic Life, the
weekly diocesan newspaper established
in 1965.
Byzantine-Ruthenian Catholics were
given their first diocese in the United
States in Pittsburgh in 1924, when the
vatican also created a Byzantine dio–
cese for Ukrainian Americans.

UNA, UFA reps
discuss merger
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Representa–
tives of the Ukrainian Fraternal and
Ukrainian National associations met
here on Thursday, December 10, to
discuss further steps toward the merger
of fraternal organizations into one
Ukrainian National Fraternal Associa–
tion.
Present at the meeting as UFA repre–
sentatives were lvan Oleksyn, president;
Dr. Roman Rychok, secretary; and
Edward Popil, financial secretary.
Representing the UNA were John Flis,
president; Walter Sochan, secretary;
Ulana Diachuk, treasurer; and Wasyl
Orichowsky, organizer.
First on the agenda of the meeting
was a discussion of the fraternal organi–
zations' membership response to the
announcement of the planned merger.
The officers of both associations report–
ed that the response from members has
been positive and that members are
aware of the benefit such a merger
would beforthe UFAand UNA,as well
as for the entire Ukrainian community.
The officers then proceeded to dis–
cuss the steps that must be taken in
order to bring about the merger, and it
was decided that the UFA and UNA
would contact the insurance depart–
ments of their respective states, Penn–
sylvania and New Jersey for informa–
tion on the legal requisites for such a
merger.
Also discussed at the meeting were
general topics of concern :: relating to
fraternal and community activity, as
well as the UFAand UNA participation
in the Committee for Law and Order in
the UCCA. Talks continued over lun–
cheon hosted by the UNA.

for UNA conclave

ROCHESTER, NY. - Prepara–
tions for the 30th UNA Convention
are progressing steadily in this upstate city of 300,000 nestled on the
Genesee River and Lake Ontario, as
the UNA District Committee chaired
by Wolodymyr Hawryliak gets ready
to host hundreds of delegates and
guests expected to attend the big
event at the Holiday inn in May
1982.
According to a recent letter from
Mr. Hawryliak to the Supreme Exe–
cutive Committee headquartered in
Jersey City, N.J., several committees
have been created to oversee every
facet of the convention from the pre–
convention concert and opening
gavel to the closing banquet.
Special committees have been set
up to coordinate financial matters,
the press, registration and the publi–
cation of a convention souvenir
journal.
The journal will include infor–
mation on Rochester and its Ukrai–
nian community and a list of delegates and UNA officers along with
their contributions to the organiza–
tion and the Ukrainian community.
Costs will be covered by accepting
paid greetings from UNA branches
and district committees, as well as
other organizations and individual
UNA boosters.
The choice of Rochester as the
convention site was clearly not arbi–
trary. This old port and canal city has
a strong UNA tradition dating
back to 1908 when the first UNA
branch - 217, the Brotherhood of
St. Josaphat — was formed. Less
then a year later, a second branch
was founded, UNA Branch 316 (Free
Kozaks). Subsequently, five more
branches were established in the
City of Flowers.
Moreover, Rochester provided the
UNA with one of its supreme presi–
dents, Mykola Murashko, whose 20year tenure as executive head is the
longest in the fraternal organiza–
tion's history.
When Mr. Murashko took office
in 1929, the UNA had 23, 842 mem–
bers and total assets of just over 52
million. When he left in 1949, mem–
bership had grown to 56,009, and the
UNA was worth 511,167,057. Mr.
Murashko also headed the First
Congress of Ukrainian Americans in
1940 and was the first head of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
North America.
Rochester also hosted the 16th
UNA Convention way back in 1925.
Mr. Hawryliak reported that all
the committees are leaving no
stone unturned in their efforts to
ensure that the convention goes on
without a hitch.

Ukrainian Homestead building burns
LEH1GHTON, Pa. - The 100-yearold, 23-room main building at the
Ukrainian Homestead here, which is
owned by the Organization for the
Rebirth of Ukraine ( O D v U ) , was
destroyed by fire in the early morning
hours of December 1, reported the
Morning Call, a local newspaper.
Damage is estimated at 5200,000 to
5250,000.
The building, which was built by
millionaires, was the focal point of the
Lemgnton estate purchased by the

ODvU in 1957 for 550,000.
Some 100 firemen fought the blaze
which was apparently accidental. The
cause of the fire is being investigated.
The 76-year-old caretaker of the
Ukrainian Homestead, lvan Popel, who
lived on the second floor of the building,
discovered the fire at about 4 a.m.
The building burned almost to the
ground because of its wooden construc–
tion and the fact that fire fighters were
hampered by a water shortage.'
-'
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seem to be living in a different time-warp.
They seem to be lost in their own little
world in which nothing changes, they
still act like teenagers. Well 1 would like
Below is the teller whiten by Dr. to know what will happen when they
James E. Mace in response to Oksana have to grow up and move out on their
Piaseckyj's letter which was published own? They will have to deal mostly with
in The Weekly on December 13. The non-Ukrainians, whether they like it or
original letter was sent to Mrs. Pia– not.
І think that the Ukrainian culture is
seckvj; a copy was forwarded by Dr.
Mace to The Weekly for publication. ' too rich to die, whether we intermarry
or not. But since we are now living in
America, we have to let our little world
Dear Mrs. Piaseckyj:
grow to be able to contribute what we
Thank you for sending me a copy of are to the rest of the country.
your letter to The Ukrainian Weekly
irene Morciglio
and thereby giving me the opportunity
Brooklyn^ New^Y!ork
of commenting on the issue you raised. І
understand and sympathize with the
concerns you have expressed; however,
1 hope 1 shall be able to mitigate your
apprehensions to some extent.
Dear Editor:
First of all, 1 would like to point out
that our work is still at an early stage,
The belief that one is a Russian ,
and neither Prof. Conquest nor 1 can Jew , Ukrainian , or Hispanic is
state with certainty what the finished destructive to our species. Humanity
monograph will say. І attempted to must rid itself of the parochialism
point out that Prof. Conquest had caused by the conglomeration of religi–
indicated the general boundaries of ous, ethnic and national categories we
what he wishes to do, which is to focus have created.
on the Ukrainian tragedy within the
The letters 1 have read in the Novem–
context of what was simultaneously
happening in the Soviet Union as a ber 22 Weekly about mixed marriages,
whole, indeed, it is impossible to bring heritage, music, etc., disappoint me as a
the unique elements of the Ukrainian Ukrainian, if music, art, creations, etc.
famine to the reader's attention without are good, they will be remembered
comparing it with what was happening regardless of their origin.
Robert Barren
elsewhere. Doing so in no way implies
Stratford. Conn.
that the Ukrainian famine will receive a
diluted treatment. On the contrary, it is
hoped that such a treatment will bring
the Ukrainian tragedy all the more
sharply into focus.
Secondly, in my interview 1 attempt–
ed to place the famine within the
context of the suppression of Ukraine's
OTTAWA - The lwachniuk Ukrai–
national elites in order to point out that nian Studies and Research Fund of the
the suppression of the peasantry went University of Ottawa has announced
hand in hand with a general policy the availability of four graduate scho–
aimed at the forcible subjugation of the larships of 54,000 each for students
Ukrainian nation, it is my view that the majoring in Ukrainian literature and
suppression of Ukrainian cultural linguistics in the Department of Slavic
figures, the Skrypnyk wing of the party, Studies at the University of Ottawa in
the policy of Ukrainization, and the the 1982-83 academic year.
agricultural population are all compo–
The fund also will provide two scho–
nents of Stalin's attempt to solve the
"Ukrainian problem" by liquidating the larships of 52,000 each for undergra–
nation's cultural elite, re-Russifying the duate students with marks not less than
cities, and pushing Ukrainian culture A– (85 percent) who have intentions of
back to the countryside where Ukrai– continuing in the field of Ukrainian
nians were legally attached to the land studies at the University of Ottawa.
Closing date for receipt of applica–
by means of the internal passport
tions is February 1982. Later applica–
system like serfs.
tions sent before June 1982 will be
І hope you will not find my emphasis considered.
misplaced and that you will find the
Applications should be sent to:
issues which trouble you dealt with. Ukrainian Research and Studies Centre,
Thank you once more for expressing University of Ottawa, c^o Prof.
your'concerns and allowing me to share Theofil 1. Kis, Department of Political
my thoughts with you.
Science, University of Ottawa, Ottawa,
James E. Mace Oni., Canada K1N 6N5.
Cambridge, Mass.

Letters to the editor

Famine study

Ukrainian WeeHУ
Economics and Poland
Reports filtering out of strife-torn Poland indicate a nation on the brink of
total social and economic collapse. When Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski declared
martial law on December 13, he hoped that the show of muscle would simply
intimidate the populace, round up politically suspicious intellectuals and
labor leaders, break up any strikes quickly and stabilize the situation within
days. The gambit failed. At last report, resistance to the emergency measures
remains fairly widespread. A letter from Poland recently received in Sweden
describes a pitched battle with police in Gdansk involving nearly 40,000
people.
it is apparent that Gen. Jaruzelski overestimated the effectiveness of naked
force, and underestimated the resoluteness of the Polish people, in the face of
truncheons, riot shields, tanks and noxious gas, workers and their supporters
reportedly defended themselves with umbrellas, rocks and handbags. Strikes
are continuing in the coal mines in Tychy, the oil refinery in Gdansk and other
areas throughout the country. An already hobbled economy has ground to a
halt.
Clearly, the longer the situation remains destabilized, the greater the
likelihood of direct Soviet intervention. For one thing, the chaos in Poland
has already cost the Soviets dearly. The Kremlin has already primed Poland's
decaying economy to the tune of S5 billion since the Gdansk agreement was
hammered out in August 1980. Next to East Germany, Poland had been the
USSR's leading economic partner, with trade reaching Si 1.4 billion last year.
With the economies of all Comecon countries sputtering badly, the Soviets
must dig deeper into their own coffers, which themselves are badly depleted
due to a sluggish Soviet economy.
To further squeeze the Polish junta (and the Soviets), President Ronald
Reagan announced during what was to have been his Christmas address on
December 23 that economic ties with Poland would be sharply curtailed. He
indicated that the U.S. government was halting the renewal of Poland's line of
export credit insurance through the American government-backed Exportimport Bank. The export insurance is worth about 525 million to Poland
yearly, in addition, the president announced the suspension of Polish fishing
rights in American waters, in 1981, Poland took in about 230,000 tons offish
off U.S. shores, a third of its worldwide haul.
The day before the president's address. Western b'anks decided to reject
Poland's request for a new S3S0 million loan to enable it to pay the interests
outstanding on its debts at the end of this year. A failure by Poland to pay the
interest would further damage the East Bloc's credit standing in Western
markets, presumably adding to the Soviet Union's burden in keeping its allies
afloat.
Will these economic measures, which would have a significant impact on
the Polish economy and, by extension, the Soviet economy as well, tempt the
Soviets into crossing the frontier in a desperate attempt to stabilize the
situation? We think not. They have too much to lose. President Reagan's
speech made it clear that such a move would have dire consequences, both
political and economic. There has already been talk on Capitol Hill about
reinstating the grain embargo, limiting trade with the Soviets, or barring the
sale of much-needed high technology. Such moves would clearly hurt the
Soviets. The much-ballyhooed natural gas pipeline between the USSR and
Western Europe, for example, is largerly dependent on American technology.
in addition to economic sanctions, the Soviets would risk putting a deep
freeze on East-West relations should they march, thereby threatening any
hope of arms limitation and shattering the last vestiges of detente.
Do the measures announced by President Reagan have enough clout to
pressure the Polish regime into re-evaluating its stance? They might, but a lot
depends on the response of the NATO allies and, thus far, their response to
the Polish crisis has been wishy-washy. Although the European Common
Market delivered a demarche to the Polish foreign minister in Warsaw which
waxed "growing concern" about the "grave violation of the human and civil
rights of the Polish people,'' it has yet to put its money where its mouth is.
Moreover, West German Helmut Schmidt, who was in East Germany
when martial law was declared in Poland, rather tactlessly suggested that the
move was "necessary." Although aides later tried to gloss over the remark, the
implication seems clear. West Germany is Poland's largest creditor in the
West, and a large proportion of its loans are underwritten by the federal
government, it is disturbing to even consider that West Germany, official
outcries of indignation to the contrary aside, may privately believe that a
crackdown was necessary in Poland to secure economic stability.
What all this means is that, once again, the United States has made a
decisive and unilateral move to try and influence the course of events, and
once again the European allies have remained relatively mute. A similar
situation arose after the invasion of Afghanistan. The U.S. embargoed the
sale of grain to the Soviets. The Europeans expressed prolix indignation, and
then proceeded to carry on business with the Soviets more or less as usual.
Given the gravity of the Polish situation, it is clearly time for the West
Europeans to put their own short-term economic interests aside and put their
own economic clout behind President Reagan, it would be political
tomfoolery to once again leave the United States out on a limb holding the
bag.

Ethnic origin

lwachniuk Fund
offers scholarships

Mixed marriages
Dear Editor:
My husband and 1 read your newspaper every week. І really enjoy it.
Recently a lot of people have been
writing in about the "folly" of mixed
marriages. 1 grew up in a Ukrainian
neighborhood, went to Ukrainian
school, Plast, etc. І caused quite a
scandal when, at the young age of 16,1
married a non-Ukrainian.
First of all, 1 am tired of being put
down for not marrying a Ukrainian, it
has not made me any less Ukrainian, in
fact my 3-year-old daughter is now
attending a Ukrainian nursery school
once a week. Next year she will be
attending a public nursery school as
well. She will know both languages and
cultures.
Second of all, whenever 1 see ССІЦІП
young Ukrainians now, most of them

Lydia Savoyka
to be interviewed
NEW YORK - immigration spe–
cialist Lydia Savoyka will appear in a
pre-recorded interview with Charles
Kuralt on the CBS network's "Sunday Morning" show which airs this
Sunday, December 27, at 9 a.m.
Ms. Savoyka, who works for
American and Catholic immigration
services, will discuss her meetings
with new immigrants.
The interview was taped at the
Glen Cove, Long island, monastery
of the Basilian Fathers, where Ms.
Savoyka met and spoke with Ukrai–
nian Catholic students from Brazil.
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Uke-eye
by Anisa Handzia Sawyckyj

Question: Should Ukrainians celebrate Christmas by the old Julian calendar
(January 7) or by the new Gregorian calendar (December 25)?
R O M A N OME-i
C1NSKY, Forest
Hills, N.Y., tax con–
sultant: We should;
celebrate by the old І
calendar because it І
distinguishes us re–
l i g i o u s l y and na–
tionally from other
groups. By celebra–
ting Christmas on І
January 7 we have an opportunity to
sho.w others the uniqueness of our
culture.
For me, personally, the old calendar
is part of a tradition, full of memories,
and that's important for me to hold on
to.
The old calendar could have the
capacity to preserve the cohesiveness of
Ukrainians abroad, it's a shame that the
controversy over the calendar has
instead broken up parishes and commu–
nities. We should be paying homage to
God together.

ULANAKLUFAS,j
Syracuse, N.Y.,stu–
d e n t : 1 think J a - l
nuary 7 is the more
traditional way for)
Ukrainians to cele–
brate Christmas, it.,
gives a sense of his–
tory to our commu–
nities. І personally І
prefer it.
Our Catholic parish in Syracuse went
over to the new calendar when 1 was a
child. As a result, our family had no
choice but to attend Christmas services
at the Ukrainian Orthodox church on
January 7 or (weather permitting) to
driyp 50 miles to Utica, where they still
celebrate by the old calendar.

1HOR

S A M O –

K1SH, Hollywood,
Calif., prop, master:
it's i m p o r t a n t to
keep Christmas by
the old calendar,
e v e n t h o u g h it's
sometimes a hassle
to get the day off
from work. І think
even if you have to
celebrate after work it's still worth it.

My parents taught us to celebrate the
old traditions and now 1 feel it's the
right way. (By the way, 1 also think we
should preserve the use of Old Church
Slavonic in church services.)
The old calendar helped Ukrainians
keep their separate identity. Besides, we
get better deals when we go Christmas
shopping after December 25!

ROMAN WASY-l
LYK, Ellenville,l
N.Y., student: Ja–
nuary 7 is just a dateІ
on a calendar. The І
important thing i s !
the tradition, which !
stays the same re-l
gardless of whether І
you celebrate Ja– J
nuary 7 or Decem– і j
ber 25.
in our family, my parents made a
point of celebrating by the old calendar,
but sometimes it was a pain — vacations
were all screwed up. І personally don't
care one way or the other, but 1 think all
Ukrainians should celebrate at the same
time for the sake of unity.

MAR1AHAWRYL1UK, Chicago,
publications mana–
ger: 1 find celebrat–
ing Christmas by
the old c a l e n d a r
more satisfying, but
І сапЧ say 1 have
any hang-ups about
it.
in terms of the
community, 1 think each city is different,
in C h i c a g o (and 1 can't speak for
communities outside Chicago, nor for
the Orthodox), the calendar issue is tied
in very closely with politics and tradi–
tion. Here the issue of new versus old
calendar is largely (but not exclusively)
a dichotomy between "old immigrants"
versus "new immigrants," those who are
eager to assimilate versus those who are
reluctant to do so.
, Proponents of the old calendar, who
are involved in many Ukrainian issues,
associate January 7 with the preserva–
tion of tradition. But 1 think tradition
will erode with time, regardless of which
calendar prevails.

The humor column
by Roman Juzeniw
The Ukrainian Weekly writer sat at
the bar by himself, occasionally turning
down drinks from the fellow drinkers
around him, once in a while glancing at
the little notepad in front of him.
"lvane!" He looked up to see a good
friend come up and sit down next to
him. "Why so glum, lvane? Here, let me
buy you a drink."
"Why not," replied ivan, "it's useless
anyhow!"
"What's useless? asked Andriy. "By
the way, what are you - a person who
doesn4 hide his dislike for Banderivtsi,
doing in one of their bars? Aren't you
afraid for your life?"
"Knock it off. The truth of the matter

is that l"ve been asked to write a humor
c o l u m n for The Ukrainian Weekly
and..."
"1 see," said Andriy. "You're gather–
ing material. Getting a first-hand look.
Going into the trenches."
As he said this, a boisterous laugh
came from the men sitting next to them:
"A todi meni zhinka dala!" The men
laughed even louder at this; even ivan
and Andriy smiled.
Andriy continued, "i'm sure you've
already filled up several pages of notes,
just listening to those men." He picked
up ivan's notepad and leafed through
it. "Only blank pages? You're not doing
a very good job of gathering funny
(Continued on page 11)
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National aspirations...
(Continuedfrompage 2)
Condemning the bureaucrats who
have usurped the rights of people and
their spirit of self-discovery and transformed society into a "giant biological
cybernetic m a c h i n e , " Mr. Berdnyk
affirms:
"in announcing our credo, we d o not
demean anyone, nor do we extol our–
selves before anyone; rather we offer
our sincere embrace to all nations of the
world."
L^
Further on he proposes:
"The time is ripe t o s u m m o n an
extraordinary convention of the republics in order to enhance the rights
and sovereignty of nations and peoples
belonging to the union. The role of the
Russian language in the life of the
country should be clearly defined,
stressing at the same time that its use as
a means of union among nations will
not usurp the rights of other languages
and will never become a means of their
destruction and degradation."
in the numerous memoranda of the
group we see an attempt to draw a
general characteristic of the nationality
situation in the USSR (for example,
Memorandum No. 2, "Concerning the
Participation of Ukraine in the Belgrade Conference, 1977," and Memo–
randum N o . 1, "The Effect of the
European Conference on the Develop–
ment of Legal Consciousness in U–
kraine," which deals with violations of
the national rights of Ukraine within the
USSR. Numerous illustrations are cited
which confirm that "Ukraine has be–
come an arena for genocide and ethno–
cide" (the destruction of millions of
Ukrainians during the artifical famine
and ' d e k u l a k i z a t i o n , ' the reprisals
against the partisans in western Ukraine
and their families, etc.).
Pointing out the savageness of court
sentences, Memorandum No. І men–
tions the case of long-time political
prisoner v . Fedorenko and states:
"We could cite dozens of examples
where Ukrainian nationalism, real or
imagined, leads to inhuman sentences.
This clearly shows that it is not Soviet
authority that conducts the trials (Soviet
laws do not permit trials for nationalism
protective of rights), but fanatical greatpower chauvinists. Power, not law, sits
in judgement."
Memorandum No. 1 includes a long
list of political prisoners w h o are
serving their sentences far from Ukraine
(in Mordovia, the Urals, Siberia), in
violation of Article 6 of the Corrective
Labor Code of the Ukrainian SSR. "it
is unclear what educational principles
are involved here," writes the group.
"One thing is known: in the past half
century, more Ukrainians have died in
Mordovia than Mordovians were born."
in Document No. 2, "New Repres–
sions and a New Phase of the Human
Rights Movement in the USSR," which
is a joint document of the Moscow and
Ukrainian Helsinki groups, the authors

Kiev authorities...
(Continuedfrompage 2)
republican scientific-practical confe–
rence that focused on "Problems of
improving the Activity of the Organs of
internal Affairs in Preventing viola–
tions of the Law in Light of the Require–
ments of the 26th Congress of the CPSU
and the 26th Congress of the Commu–
nist Party of Ukraine."2
The principal speakers at the.confe–
rence, which was opened by the Ukrai–
nian minister of internal affairs, Col.
General 1. Kh. Golovchenko, were: 1. D.
Gladush, Ukrainian first deputy mini–
ster of internal affairs; 1. 1. Karpets, a
doctor of juridical sciences and head of

5
protest the savage persecution of the
human-rights movement in the USSR,
mentioning in particular national move–
ments (the Germans, Crimean Tatars,
Jews), as well as the growing dissatis–
faction over the Russification policy in
Ukraine, the Baltic States and in the
Caucasus.
Memorandum No. 18 is totally con–
cerned with discrimination against
Ukrainians in the area of emigration
rights. Comparing the singular charac–
teristics of the human-rights movement
in Russia on the one hand and in
Ukraine on the other, the group writes
in this memorandum:
"in Russia it is directed against illegal
restrictions on the democratic rights of
citizens, in Ukraine it has the same
goals plus our national problems. This
plus is what makes the Ukrainian
movement in defense of rights (and
also the Baltic and Caucasian) so
especially dangerous in the. eyes of the
bureaucrats with the chauvinist Great–
R u s s i a n d i s p o s i t i o n s w h o are in
power..."
A similar emphasis on the Ukrainian
national problem and the importance of
that issue in the human-rights move–
ment is found in literally all the docu–
ments of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
- up to and including the last lnforma–
tion Bulletin.
in an appeal titled "From the Ukrai–
nian Human Rights Group in the Case
of Yu. Lytvyn" (information Bulletin
No. 2, March 1980) it states:
"The process of obliterating nations
has gone much t o o far; it is being
decided mainly on the territory of
Ukraine. Ukrainian human-rights acti–
vists have had it the toughest, that is
how it is now and how it will be in the
future...
"The fate of all the other people of the
U S S R d e p e n d s on whether or not
Russian chauvinism wins its war with
the Ukrainian national organism (which
has already undergone some organic
changes after several centuries in an
imperialist environment)...
"We extend our hand to the humanrights activists of Russia and Armenia,
Lithuania and Estonia, the self-defense
movement in Poland and the supporters
of the Czechoslovak Charter, to all the
people of this earth who care about the
defense of human rights in a world free
of national borders, and say to them:
' Let us unite our efforts today, before
we are tossed into the abyss of world
war, whose smoke is already beginning
to rise above our planet.' "

1. Quoted from "Yuri Lytvyn (Portrety
Suchasnykiv)" (Yuriy Lytvyn f Portraits of
Contemporaries!). Compiled by Nadia Svitly–
chna. New York: External Representation
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, 1980. All
other quotes are from "The Human Rights
Movement in Ukraine: Documents of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group, 1976-80)."
Edited by Lesya verba and Bohdan Yasen.
Smoloskyp Publishers, 1980.
the Ail-Union Scientific-Research insti–
tute of the USSR Ministry of internal
Affairs; and Col. A. P. Zakaliuk, a
candidate of juridical sciences. Other
participants included representatives of
the republican Ministry of Justice, the
People's Control Committee, the Coun–
cil of Trade Unions, the Komsomol, the
Ministry of Education and the Ministry
of Higher and Secondary Specialized
Education, the State Committee on
vocational Education, the Sports Com–
mittee, and functionaries of the party
Central Committee and the Council of
Ministers.
2. See Molod Ukrainy, October 10, and
Radianska Ukraine, October 11.
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1981: an overview
Dissent in Ukraine

Madrid Conference

November 9, 1981, was the fifth
anniversary of the founding of the
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
the implementation of the Helsinki
Accords in Kiev by 10 Ukrainian
human-rights activists in response
to the previous year's signing of the
Helsinki Accords.
And just as the Kiev group's Me–
morandumNo. 1 made clear - "The
struggle for human rights will not
cease until these rights become the
everyday standard in social life" rights activists continued to speak
out in 1981. And the Soviets
responded with their usual severity,
perhaps for fear that the Polish con–
tagion would spread to neighboring
Ukraine.
Perhaps most poignant was the
recently reported story of four Kiev
residents in their 20s who were
arrested and sentenced in late June
for nothing more then posting leaflets urging their countrymen to
observe January 12 as the Day of
Solidarity with Ukrainian Political
Prisoners. The four - Serhiy Na–
boka, Leonid Miliavsky, lnna Cher–
niavska and Larysa Lokhvytska were sentenced to three years each
in Soviet prison camps for what
Soviet justice calls "slander of the
Soviet state." Among the other
charges brought against them were:
writing "slanderous" articles and
poetry, orally praising the Solidarity
trade union, holding a negative
opinion of the Soviet presence in
Afghanistan, and disseminating
various writings.
Events in Poland did appear to
have an affect on Ukraine.
Several workers' strikes - in
protest to wages and working condi–
tions - were reported at manufac–
turing plants in Ukraine, including a
motorcycle plant and a concrete
factory. The consumers also made
their displeasure known, according
to recent reports of disturbances
prompted by food and consumergoods shortages in the lvano-Fran–
kivske and Prypiat areas.
And a Ukrainian worker from Kiev
imprisoned for the ever-popular
crime of "slander," in a November 4,
1980, letter that reached the West in
the summer of 1981, actually urged
the establishment of independent
labor unions in the USSR, while
pointing to the Polish experience.
Repressions of Ukrainians conti–
nued across the board and in various
forms. Among the more prominent
cases were the following:
Seventy-six-year-old Oksana Me–

This was the year the Madrid
Conference became a diplomatic
marathon. The 35-state meeting to
review implementation of the 1975
Helsinki Accords on human rights
and detente began in November
1980, and lead-bottomed delegates
from the Warsaw Pact and the West
remain at loggerheads over such
key issues as human rights and the
particulars of a post-Madrid disarm–
ament Conference. A final com–
munique is nowhere in sight.
When the conference resumed on
January 27, the Soviet delegation,
stung by criticism of its country's
awful human-rights record and the
Afghanistan invasion during last
year's sessions, responded by insist–
ing that agreement at Madrid, and
indeed the fate of the Helsinki process itself, hinged on the West's
acceptance of a proposal for a
follow-up disarmament parley. The
NATO alliance had their own plan,
and the meeting adjourned until
May 5. The result? No progress. The
meeting was reconvened, but the
only agreement was to adjourn on
July 27.
When delegates returned to the
bargaining table on October 27,
both sides continued to haggle
about the nature of a post-Madrid
disarmament meeting. The crabby
Soviets dug in and stubbornly con–
tinued to insist that so-called secu–
rity "confidence-building measures"
be extended to encompass zones of

j

The Weekly's commemoration of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group's fifth anni–
versary.

shko, the acting chairman of the
already decimated Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group was sentenced on Ja–
nuary 6 to six-months' imprison–
ment and five years' exile on charges
of "anti-Soviet agitation and propa–
ganda."
Twenty-year-old former student
(he had been expelled from the
university because of his father
Petro's and brother vasyl's rights
activities) volodymyr Sichko was
sentenced on January 9 to three
years' imprisonment. His father and
brother, both Kiev group members,
were already serving three-year
terms.
The father of volodymyr lvasiuk,
the young Ukrainian composer who
was found murdered in 1979, was
assaulted in the spring by the usual
"unknown hooligans'as he attempt–
ed to visit his son's grave.
lvan Kandyba, who was the only
Ukrainian Helsinki Group member
remaining free, was sentenced on
July 24 to 10 years of imprisonment
and five years of exile.
Dr. Mykola Plakhotniuk, a longtime rights activist, wasassaulted by
hooligans and later arrested by
authorities on September 6.
On September 11, Raisa Rudenko,
wife of the imprisoned founding
member and first chairman of the
Kiev group Mykola Rudenko, was
sentenced to five years' imprison–
ment and five years' exile for "dis–
serninating anti-Soviet materials."
She had been reported missing
since April 15, and it was not until
July 30 that it was learned that she
had in fact been arrested on April 15.
Yuriy Shukhevych, the eternal
prisoner, is now going into his 30th
year as a Soviet political prisoner.
His crime: refusing to renounce his
father Roman Shukhevych (Taras
Chuprynka), commander-in-chief
of the Ukrainian insurgent Army
(UPA).
Meanwhile, in the United States,
on February 3, the Congressional
Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe nominated
four Soviet political prisoners for the
1981 Nobel Peace Prize: Ukrainian
Mykola Rudenko, Russian Yuriy
Orlov, Jew Anatoly Shcharansky
New political prisoner Raisa Rudenko. and Lithuanian victoras Petkus.

notification of troop m c v e m p n , c or

Political scene
Ukrainians continued to make
their concerns known on all levels of
government and politics, and ap–
parently they were heard as seen
from the following.
On March 12, 68 congressmen
signed a letter to Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin initiated by New
Jersey Rep. Millicent Fenwick in
which they called for the immediate
release of Mykola Rudenko, the first
chairman of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group.
in the spring, the Ad Hoc Com–
mittee on the Baltic States and
Ukraine was formed by a group of
congressmen who identify with
issues of concern to the Baltic and
Ukrainian communities.
On September 21, the House of
Representatives passed three sepa–
rate resolutions urging intervention
of the U.S. government in the cases
of Ukrainians Yuriy Shukhevych
and Yuriy Badzio, and Jew Anatoly
Shcharansky.
On November 16, the Congres–
sional Helsinki Commission (CSCE)
heard testimony by Gen. Petro Gri–
gorenko, Nina Strokata and volo–
dymyr Malynkovych at a special
hearing held on the occasion of the
fifth anniversary of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group. The anniversary
observances continued the next
day with a special order of the
House sponsored by Pennsylvania
Rep. Charles Dougherty, and at a
reception in tribute to the 37 mem–
bers of the Kiev group.
Later in November, over 100 U.S.
senators and representatives joined
Rep. Fenwick in a letter of protest to
Mr. Dobrynin. The topic: Soviet

military maneuvers which would
include all Atlantic as well as Euro–
pean air and sea space. Іn exchange,
they offered all Soviet territory to the
Ural Mountains to be included in
their notification zone. Deeming the
Soviet position preposterous, the
West refused. The conference re–
cessed on December 18, and is
scheduled to resume on February 9.
Throughout 1981, the Soviets
have attempted to talk the Helsinki
process to death. They would like to
avoid any mention of their humanrights abuses in the final communi–
que, something the U.S. delegation
has said must be included. So they
continue to stall in the hope that the
conference will eventually collapse
under its own tedium. For its part,
the NATO alliance, which sees the
conference as, at the very least, a
huge propaganda defeat for the
Kremlin, is prepared to sit tight. Yet,
the deadlock, and an East-West
situation clearly exacerbated by
events in Poland, may just sound the
death knell of detente and the Hel–
sinki process.
But, despite the mess, some headway has been made at Madrid in
such areas as family reunification,
measures against terrorism and the
rights of journalists. But both sides
remain ideologies apart on the key
issues, and the diplomatic stalemate
does not bode well for East-West
relations or for the thousands of
Helsinki monitors and political pri–
soners currently languishing in
Soviet labor camps or internal exile.
persecution of Ukrainian Helsinki
monitors.
By the end of 1981, over 60 con–
gressmen had joined New Jersey
Reps. Bernard Dwyer and Christo–
pher Smith as co-sponsors of House
Concurrent Resolution 205 which
calls on President Ronald Reagan to
proclaim a day in honor of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group and seek
the release of its members.
in state politics, New Jersey Ukrai–
nians and other ethnics made their
mark. As Republican Tom Kean and
Democrat James Florio scrambled
for the ethnic vote in the squeaker of
a gubernatorial election, the state's
party platforms recognized ethnic
concerns.
The Democrats pledged to be
"sensitive to the differing cultures
and languages which must be taken
into consideration in the provision
of services to the people of New
Jersey," to strengthen the ethnic
advisory council and to continue to
plan and develop the activities of the
New Jersey Ethnic Center.
The Republicans came out in
support of "review by educators of
historical texts and curricula with
the aim of improving the accuracy
with which peoples of foreign lands
are described and depicted."
Ukrainians and other ethnics were
concerned about the new Reagan
administration's policies. Ethnics
expressed their disenchantment
with the administration's lack of res–
ponsiveness to ethnics and
pointed to the fact that an
office of ethnic affairs like the one
that had existed under Presidents
Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford, had
not been set up. in its stead, the
Reagan administration tapped Jack
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Burgess, who holds the position of
special assistant to the president office of public liaison, to serve also
as "liaison to the ethnic and Catho–
lic communities."
An assistant secretary of state for
human rights and humanitarian
affairs was finally named and confirmed in mid-November in the per–
son of Elliot Abrams.
The previous nominee, Ernest
Lefever had been forced to withdraw
his named from consideration after
the Senate Foreign Relations Com–

mittee in June voted 13-4 against Dr.
Lefever because of his controversial
writings, some of which advocated
dumping human-rights laws.
Talk then began of reorganiza–
tion, and of changing the rights
bureau's name and functions; some
administration officials even said
that the position might be scrapped
altogether.
But, human rights concerns,
thanks to the furor raised by humanrights groups and ethnics, prevailed
and the was post was filled.

Poland
Undoubtedly this year's most
heart-wrenching and bittersweet
story, at first the source of such
heady optimism but ultimately the
symbol of dashed hopes and the
tenacity of evil, has been the dramatic situation in Poland, it has to be
one of the most disheartening and
tragic events in a particularly bizarre
^year that saw the attempted assassi–
riations of President Ronald
Reagan, Pope John Paul ll and the
murder of Egyptian President Artwar Sadat.
The story of Poland in 1981 is the
story of the Polish nation's efforts,
spearheaded by the 10-million
strong Solidarity free trade union, to
vent the stale air of Communist
confinement and chart its destiny in
an atmosphere.of burgeoning free–
dom. it is the valiant struggle of
workers in a workers' state, fighting
hard to sustain the momentum of
social renewal embodied in the
concessions so bravely won in
Gdansk in August 1980.
Bolstered by that agreement,
Solidarity held an extraordinary
convention in June run on demo–
cratic principles which vowed to
reform a provenly bankrupt political
and economic system, and put Po–
land firmly back on its feet. Swept up
in the maelstrom of reform, the Polish
Communist Party held its congress
in July and, in an unprecedented
move for an East Bloc country,
elected Stanislaw Kania party secre–
tary by secret ballot from a slate of
candidates.
But as events u n f o l d e d , the
gloomy pall cast by the shadow of
an increasingly restive Soviet lea–
dership hung over the Polish demo–
cratization process like a menacing
storm cloud. Poland's Communist
Party, discredited and seemingly
emasculated, stiffened its opposi–
tion, and threatened to roll back the
concessions promised at Gdansk.
By October, the pressure brought to
bear by the saber-rattling Kremlin
proved too much, and Communist
party boss Kania, the moderate and
reluctant reformer, was ousted in
favor of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, a
move roundly applauded in Mos–
cow. The choice of Gen. Jaruzelski
as prime minister, party first secre–
tary and defense minister was an
ominous development. Never before
in Eastern Europe had a military
man taken the helm of state, and the
consolidation of so much power in
the hands of the army was an un–
mistakable signal that the Polish
government was drawing the line,
indeed, a major confrontation
seemed inevitable. With Western
banks pressing the Eastern Euro–
pean economic community to pay

ЯЯИЙйс
off Poland's astronomical debts to
the West, the stage was set for a
showdown.
On December 13, backed by the
sickening rumble of tanks in the
streets of Warsaw, Gen. Jaruzelski
cracked the whip and, wrapping
himself in the Polish flag, declared a
state of martial law in the name of
saving Poland from itself. Despite
the general's nationalist overtones,
it was Soviet intervention by proxy.
Union officials were rounded up
and interned, some reportedly in
other East European countries.
Lech Walesa, the leader of Solidarity
and the symbol of Poland's renais–
sance, is being held incommuni–
cado. Thousands of Polish intellec–
tuals, clergymen, scientists, artists
and filmmakers, including interna–
tionally known director Andrzej
Wajda, were detained by authorities.
Miners in Silesia have barricaded
themselves in the mines, threatenin g to blow themselves u p if authori–
ties intervene. Although all commu–
nication from Poland has been cut
off, government sources have ad–
mitted that seven miners were killed
thus far in clashes with government
forces. The final figure will probably
be much, much higher. Engaging in
social protest, strikes, or work slowdowns has become an offense pu–
nishable by death.
All too plainly the crackdown by
the Jaruzelski junta, (the Military
Council for National Salvation is
composed of 15 generals, an admiral
and four colonels) stage-managed
by Moscow, has splintered the myth
of Communist legitimacy in Poland
once and for all. Despite all of Gen.
Jaruzelski's hollow assurances that
Poland will not regress into the
dreary and strictly regimented sc–
ciety of pre-Solidarity days, the
government's brutal betrayal of its
own citizens will never be forgotten,
or forgiven. As in the Soviet Union,
the g o v e r n m e n t w i l l stay
in power only by the bayonet
a n d mass r e p r e s s i o n n o t
unlike the tyranny of Stalin's reign.
The agony of Poland will serve as a
tragic reminder for all those either to
young to remember - or too naive
to accept - the heinous legacy of
Stalin, and a naked indictment of the
barren ideology that spawned him
and those like Gen. Jaruzelski who
follow in his footsteps.

Ukrainians
in the dock
1981 was a truly frustrating year
for the Ukrainian community in
terms of trying to convince a recalci–
trant Justice Department to aban–
don its use of Soviet-supplied evi–
dence in trials of Ukrainians accused
of failing to disclose alleged service
in German-controlled police units
and similar data when they applied
for U.S. residency after World War ll.
Alarmingly, the number of such
trials skyrocketed during the year.
The year got off to a bad start on
January 27 when the Supreme Court
upheld an appellate court ruling
stripping 73-year-pld Feodor Fedo–
renko of his U.S. citizenship. Even
though Mr. Fedorenko was cleared
by a lower court of any war crimes
when jurors refused to believe wit–
nesses against him, the Supreme
Court ruled 7 to 2 that he was
obligated under law to have inform–
ed immigration officials of his ser–
vice as a camp guard, whether that
service was voluntary or involun–
tary, when he applied to enter this
country afterthewar. lnother words,
the mere fact that he served the
Germans, was enough grounds for
revocation of citizenship, even
though he was judged completely
innocent of a war crimes by a jury of
his peers.
The landmark ruling emboldened
the Justice Department's Office of
Special investigations led by Allan
A. Ryan Jr. to press on. On February
10, 61-year-old John Demjanjuk of
Cleveland went on trial, accused
of being the notorious guard "(van
the Terrible" in the Treblinka death
camp. Again, the testimony of key
prosecution witnesses was videotaped in the Soviet Union, which
also provided an identity card purporting to show Mr. Demjanjuk as a
young guard. Moreover, the prose–
cution withheld information from the
defense, including testimony of a
Treblinka survivor living in Austra–
lia who claimed another man was
"lvan the Terrible." On June 23, a
Cleveland court revoked Mr. Dem–
janjuk's citizenship.
On March 17, a Philadelphia court
stripped 76-year-old Wolodymyr
Osidach of his citizenship. Shortly
afterward, Mr. Osidach died.
Also in Philadelphia, Serge Ko–
walchuk, 61, went on trial for alleged
service in a German-controlled
Ukrainian police unit, in both cases,
the Philadelphia media had a field
day, irresponsibly labeling the de–
fendants Nazis and murderers even
before the trials were complete.
Such actions prompted the Ukrai–
nian Anti-Defamation League to
protest, but its admonishment fell
on deaf ears.

Ukrain ian-Jewish
relations
1981 was a mixed bag in terms of
Ukrainian Jewish relations. Although
there were several concrete steps
taken in the direction of cooperation
and mutual understanding, there
were also several instances of con–
tinued tension, misunderstanding
and open hostility.
'' -

Finally, on September 15 Bohdan
Koziy went on trial in Florida on
charges that he belonged to a Ukrai–
nian police unit during the German
occupation of Ukraine. But, accord–
ing to Ukrainian attorney Askold
Lozynskyj, a new wrinkle was added
in the Koziy case. The government is
reportedly trying to establish that
the Organization of Ukrainian Na–
tionalists (OUN) was responsible for
war crimes, and that membership in
the OUN could also disqualify an
individual from entry intotheUnited
States if it went undeclared after the
war.
Despite the entreaties of several
Ukrainian organizations, Mr. Ryan
and his group stubbornly refuse to
accept the notion that the Soviets
have a stake in discrediting the
Ukrainian community and, therefore, Soviet evidence should be
inadmissible. With a solipsism that
defies reason, Mr. Ryan explained
that he is unconcerned about the
political implications of using such
evidence.
The Ukrainian community has
mobilized to try and reverse what it
perceives as a gross miscarriage of
justice. The law firm of Flis, Lozyn–
skyj and Steck announced the esta–
blishment of a Legal Defense Fund
under the aegis of the United Ukrai–
nian American Relief Committee.
in addition, representatives of
several East European organiza–
tions in the United States are seek–
ing a meeting with Attorney General
William French Smith to discuss the
OSl's tactics and the implications of
these trials.
Perhaps even more menacing,
famed Nazi-hunter Simon Wiesen–
thal has offered a proposal to West
German and American officials that
would allow American citizens ac–
cused of complicity in Nazi war
crimes to be extradited to Germany
for trial without forcing the United
States first to go through the long
procedure of stripping them of their
citizenship. Officials in both coun–
tries are said to be seriously consi–
dering the measure.
Clearly, these events pose a po–
tentially devasting threat to the
Ukrainian community in the dia–
spora. if the government succeeds,
for example, in establishing that
membership in the OUN is grounds
enough for possible denaturaliza–
tion and deportation, then many of
the leaders of some of the leading
and influential Ukrainian organiza–
tions could be threatened, indeed,
the entire community could be dis–
credited and silenced, largely on the
basis of information supplied by
their long-time enemy—the Soviets.
This pressing issue must be addressed in the coming year by re–
sponsible spokesmen in our com–
munity, the sooner and the louder
the better.
An important inroad in terms of
Ukrainian Jewish cooperation was
achieved when Jakiv Suslensky,
head of the israeli-based Society of
Ukrainian Jewish Relations, began a
tour of Canadian and U.S. cities in
April. Mr. Suslensky, a former Soviet
political prisoner whose life was
saved by his Ukrainian cellmates,
met with community, leaders and
advocated the position that Ukrai–
nians and Jews stop working at
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cross-purposes, and concentrate on
areas of commonality, such as the
plight of Ukrainian and Jewish poli–
tical prisoners in the USSR.
Another positive step was Mr.
Suslensky's meeting with Metropo–
litan Stephen Sulyk of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church on May 2. Two
days later, Metropolitan Sulyk met
with Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum, the
spiritual director of the American
Jewish Committee.
in addition, Mr. Suslensky reveal–
ed that he planned to help push for
recognition of the late Metropolitan
Andrey Sheptytsky as one of the
"Righteous of the World," an honor
bestowed by lsrael on individuals
who helped save Jewish lives during
the Holocaust, it was a positive step
in dispelling the growing myth of
Ukrainian collaboration with the
Nazis.
Needless to say, such gestures of
Ukrainian-Jewish good will did not
go unnoticed in Moscow. Radio
Moscow wasted little time in assail–
ing Mr. Suslensky's group and the
meeting of the metropolitan and the
rabbi, labelling the development as
a sign of an unholy "nationalistZionist alliance."
Ukrainians and Jews did find and
nurture common cause. On Sep–
tember 13, members of both com–
munities in San Francisco, under
the aegis of the local UCCA chapter
and the Bay Area Council on Soviet
Jewry, staged a demonstration in
front of the Soviet Consulate to
protest the continued imprisonment
of Soviet dissidents Anatoly Shcha–
ransky, Ukrainian Oleksiy Muzhen–
ko and Yuri Fedorov.
But despite these positive steps,
there were several areas of conti–
nued disagreement and divisiveness.
The most emotional and polarizing
events in terms of Ukrainian–Jewish
relations were the trials of several
Ukrainians accused by the U.S.
Justice Department of collaborating
with the Germans during World War
ll. On May 2, members of the Jewish
Defense League picketed the home
of Serge Kowalchuk in Philadel–
phia, threatening to bring him to
"Jewish justice" if the government
did not expedite his case, in spite of
pleas by leaders of the Ukrainian
and Jewish communities in Phila–
delphia, there was lingering bitter–
ness over the denaturalization trial
of Wolodymyr Osidach.
A similar situation developed in
Cleveland as a result of the proceed–
ings against John Demjanjuk.
Although leaders of the United
Ukrainian Organizations of Greater
Cleveland and the Jewish Commu–

nity Federation of Cleveland issued
a joint statement urqinrj both com–

munities to foster understanding
rather than divisiveness, tensions
ran high.
Another area of continued misun–
derstanding centered around alleged
Ukrainian complicity in the Holo–
c a u s t a n d a l l e g a t i o n s of
Ukrainian complicity in the
H o l o c a u s t and a l l e g a t i o n s
of U k r a i n i a n a n t i - S e m i t i s m
which appeared frequently in
several leading publications this
year. Much of the damage was done
by Holocaust scholar Lucy Dawido–
wicz. in her review of Philip Freed–
man's "Essays on the Holocaust,"
which appeared in the January 11
issue of The New York Times Book
Review, she accused Ukrainian
historians of "revising their past,
especially regarding the Ukrainian
enthusiasm for the Nazis and volun–
tary Ukrainian participation in Nazi
paramilitary organizations."
in an article on Babyn Yar which
appeared in the Times in Septem–
ber, Ms. Dawidowicz went so far as
to implicate Ukrainians in the mas–
sacre of Kiev's Jewish population rn
1942, buttressing her allegation with
the rather dubious theory of a histo–
rical pattern of Ukrainian anti-Semi–
tism. Both articles in the Times
received high national visibility.
Ms. Dawidowicz's theme was
echoed in a joint statement on
behalf of jailed Soviet Jewish acti–
vist Dr. Alexander Paritsky by Albert
Shanker, head of the United Federa–
tion of Teachers, and Seymour
Lachman, professor of education at
the City University of New York, who
claimed that persistent attacks a–
gainst the defendant and his family
"resonate with the worst traditions
of Ukrainian anti-Semitism."
Moreover, the Soviet Union issued
a pamphlet, "Yellow-Blue Anti-Semi–
tism," a scurrilous little monograph
which brands all Ukrainian nationa–
lists virulent anti-Semites.
All these developments seriously
undercut attempts at UkrainianJewish cooperation, and they are
interpreted by many as indicators of
a Soviet disinformation blitz to
discredit Ukrainian nationalists in
the diaspora and drive a wedge
between the Ukrainian and Jewish
communities. After all, Ukrainians
and Jews, both here and in the
Soviet Union, are unquestionably
the most vociferous critics of the
regime. Therefore, the Soviets would
like nothing better than to see the
two communities at each other's
throats.

Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk (center) meets with Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
(second from left) in May.

A community divided
The Ukrainian community conti–
nued to be divided over the fateful
13th Congress of the UCCA which
took place in October 1980.
Working under the motto "cornpromise - yes; capitulation never." the Committee for Law and
Order in the UCCA which had been
e s t a b l i s h e d by t h e s o m e
30 o r g a n i z a t i o n s that had
walked out of the congress in
protest to by-laws violations and
other irregularities, found in 1981
that the UCCA representatives'
stand was an intransigent one. The
Committee for Law and Order and
the UCCA held several negotiation
sessions during the year, but the
meetings bore no fruit.
if anything, the situation was
exacerbated when the present

Church
For Ukrainian Churches, the key
word of 1981 was dialogue.
О n March 23, Arch bishop Stephen
Sulyk, then the metropolitan-desig–
nate for Ukrainian Catholics in the
United States, met with ArchbishopMetropolitan Mstyslav at the Ukrai–
nian Orthodox Center in South
Bound Brook, N.J. While inside St.
Andrew's Memorial Ukrainian Or–
thodox Church, in a spirit of Ukrai–
nian and Christian unity, both hier–
archs donned kamelaukions, the
headpieces worn by Eastern-rite
prelates.
On June 17, Metropolitan Msty–

UCCA s u m m a r i l y r e j e c t e d
all four points that had been pre–
sented by the Committee for Law
and Order as the basis for negotia–
tions toward Ukrainian community
unity.
Meanwhile, the Committee for
Law and Order established working
committees, began its own
fund-raising drive, and considered
the establishment of a central or–
ganization to serve the needs of the
Ukrainian community and fill the
void left after the 13th Congress.
At the same time, however, the
Committee for Law and Order said
that it was not closing the door on
further negotiations with the UCCA
- all that was needed on the part of
the present-day UCCA, committee
representatives said, was some sign
of good will.
Paul ll named a metropolitan and
two bishops for U.S. Ukrainian
Catholics.
Patriarch Slipyj consecrated
Stephen Sulyk as archbishop and
innocent Lotocky as bishop in Rome
on March 1. Archbishop Sulyk was
installed as metropolitan on March
31; and Bishop Lotocky as Chicago
eparch on April 2.
Then, in August, the pope named
Robert Moskal titular bishop of
Agathopolis and auxiliary bishop of
Philadelphia. The consecration took
place in Philadelphia on October 13.
The Ukrainian Orthodox Church
held its 10th Sobor in South Bound

Ukrainian Orthodox Metropolitan Mstyslav (right) visits Metropolitan Stephen
Sulyk in Philadelphia on June 17.
slav returned the visit of the Catho–
lic Church leader when he visited
now-Metropolitan Sulyk in Philadel–
phia.
in yet another sign of unity something that was so lacking in
other spheres of Ukrainian commu–
nity life - Ukrainian Orthodox and
Catholic hierarchs of the United
States and Canada pledged on June
27 to jointly celebrate in 1988 the
millennium of the coming of Chris–
tianity to Rus'-Ukraine during the
reign of St. volodymyr the Great.
The year saw a series of consecra–
tions and installations in the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church of the United
States. On the basis of recommen–
dations of the Synod of Bishops of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church
which met in late 1980, Pope John

Brook on May 27-31. At this time, two
new bishops were named - Anatole
Dublenskyj for Western Europe and
John Scharba forthe western United
States.
During 1981, the Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Church marked the 60th anni–
versary of the historic First AllUkrainian Sobor of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church
held in Ukraine, in 1921.
To better serve the Ukrainian
Orthodox faithful and the entire
Ukrainian community, a 32 million
Home of Ukrainian Culture was built
on the grounds of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church Center in South
Bound Brook. The building was
completed in the fall.
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Polovchak case
it has been a hectic year for 14year-old Walter Polovchak, the U–
krainian lad who touched off a
diplomatic and legal tug-of-war in
July 1980 when he ran away from his
parents to avoid returning with them
to the USSR. He has been embroiled
in a legal battle ever since.
Even though Chicago attorney
Julian Kulas has said that his client
is adjusting well to life in America,
his legal status remains up in the
air. The American Civil Liberties
Union, which is representing the
Polovchaks, has claimed all along
that the U.S. government was illadvised to grant Walter, then a 12year-old minor, political asylum,
particularly in light of the fact that
scant evidence had been submitted
in an lllinois juvenile court that
Walter had suffered any physical or
mental abuse from his parents.
This summer, it seemed like the
Justice Department was on the
verge of reversing itself and with–
drawing the religious asylum it had
granted Walter, it seemed young
Walter was about to be sold out.
But on August 28, much to the
chagrin of the ACLU and Walter's
parents, who by this time had returned to the Soviet Union and

The UNA
The year 1981 is sure to be a
memorable one in the history of the
UNA and the Ukrainian community
at large because this was the year
that the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion and the Ukrainian Fraternal

according to Soviet sources, were
prating on about СІА drugging of
their son and other such things, the
Justice Department announced that
it "would continue to defend vigor–
ously" the asylum granted the lad.

America: a historical commemora–
tion." During the event, Dr. Wasyl
Halich, author of "The Ukrainians in
the United States," the first work on

Citing the so-called supremacy
clause in the U.S. Constitution,
government lawyers argued that
federal authority over immigration
matters and foreign policy supercedes the discretion of the lllinois
court, which is bound not to rule in
any mannerthat could vitiate the go–
vernment's grant of asylum and
facilitate his return to the Soviet
Union.
The ACLU disagrees, and the
battle continues in the lllinois Ap–
pellate Court. The case, like the
Madrid Conference on security and
cooperation in Europe, could drag
on for years.
Meanwhile, Walter seems to be
coping well, in November, his law–
yers petitioned a Cook County Court
to allow an aunt and uncle in Cali–
fornia to adopt him. By the time all
the complex legal matters are sorted
out, Walter could be of age, and
granting custody to his parents then
would be highly unlikely, in the
Polovchak case, slow justice may
have its rewards.

Making many headlines during
the past year was the plight of the
Ukrainian institute of America
which was threatened with losing its
tax-exempt status - a scenario that
endangered the very existence of
the institute's landmark building on
Fifth Avenue and 79th Street. The
institute was among the thousands
of groups that had been notified by
New York City that their propertytax exemptions would be reviewed.
On January 16, a group calling
itself the Friends of the UlA was
established to aid the institute in its
fight against loss of its tax-exempt

Tax crisis

Ukrainians in America published in
the English language (1937), was
honored as "distinguished immigra–
tion scholar."
status. The Friends stated that their
goals were to prevent the possible
sale of the UlA building, to work
toward the repeal of the real-estate
tax levied on the UlA, to re-esta–
blish The Ukrainian Museum at the
institute, broaden the institute's
membership base and engage in
fund-raising. The Friends also set
up a fund to help the institute in the
legal defense of its tax-free status.
Somewhat suddenly and surpri–
singly, the group was disbanded in
May, after it had raised thousands of
dollars for the UlA.
Meanwhile, new directors were
elected to the UlA board, and the tax
crisis continues.

Defector
in 1981, victor Kovalenko, the 24year-old Ukrainian sailor from the
Donbas region who had defected
from a Soviet fishing trawler while it
was docked in Reykjavik, lceland,
arrived in the United States, realiz–
ing what he said had been a longtime dream of his.

in the summer, Soviet authorities
stripped Mr. Kovalenko of his Soviet
On September 20, the UNA ho– citizenship - something he could
nored the founder of Svoboda, the certainly live without.
Rev. Hryhory Hrushka, when a mo–
nument to him was moved from a
vandalized park in Cleveland to Defector and former Soviet citizen
victor Kovalenko.
Soyuzivka and rededicated there
during a special ceremony.
in line with its long tradition of

ever. 11 was learned that M ichael had
been held in solitary confinement in
On January 20, the day after Harry a windowless five-step-by-five-step
Metrinko turned 70, the Metrinkos of cell for the first nine months of his
Olyphant, Pa., received word that captivity. He said he had been struck
their son Michael, a U.S. embassy on several occasions by his captors,
political officer in lran, was on the had been handcuffed, blindfolded,
way home. His 444-day ordeal as one subjected to various forms of psy–
of the 51 Americans held hostage in chological terror, and interrogated,
lran since November 4, 1979, was often for up to seven hours at a time.
Michael had become known as
over. Michael Metrinko came home
to Olyphant on January 28 and was "the forgotten hostage," since it was
triumphantly welcomed by thou– not until April 14, 1980, that there
was confirmation that he was in fact
sands who lined the streets.
All the news was not good, how– among the hostages.

Former hostage

Shevchenko in N.Y.
Part of the audience at the UNA-sponsored "Ukrainian Opera in Concert" at
Carnegie Hall.
Association formally announced promoting Ukrainian culture, the
plans to merge the two fraternal UNA sponsored a program titled
organizations into one Ukrainian "Ukrainian Opera in Concert" in
National Fraternal Association. The New York's Carnegie Hall on No–
merger would create a 110,000- vember 15. The concert featured the
member-strong
i n s t i t u t i o n music of Ukrainian composers as
with S57 million in assets. performed by the 100-member U–
Officers of the UNA and UFA krainian Canadian Opera Chorus,
met at several meetings during the the American Symphony Orchestra,
year to discuss the details of the soloists victoria Masnyk, Hanna
Kolesnyk, Leonid Skirko and Boh–
merger.
This year was also a notable year dan Chaplynsky - all under the
in terms of the record S45,000 of baton of Wolodymyr Kolesnyk. in
scholarships that the UNA awarded previous years, the UNA had spon–
to Ukrainian students in the United sored performances of Mykola Ar–
kas's opera "Kateryna," Paul Pe–
States and Canada.
Because it was the year before the cheniha-Ouglitzky's T h e Witch" and
30th Regular UNA Convention, Leonid Rudnytsky's "Anna Yaro–
which is to be held in May 1982 in slavna."
Rochester, N.Y., it was a time of pre–
Also in November, on the 14th, the
paration for the quadrennial event UNA was co-sponsor, along with the
that is sure to be one of the major de– University of Minnesota lmmigra–
termining factors as far as the future tion History Research Center and
of the Ukrainian community in the the Minnesota UCCA branch, of a
program titled "Ukrainians in North
diaspora is concerned.

One hundred twenty years after
the death of Taras Shevchenko, yet
another monument was erected in
tribute to the poet laureate of Ukraine
- this one in Elmira Heights, N.Y. it
is the third monument to Shev–
chenko on public land in the United
States. The monument - designed
by Mychajlo Czereszniowsky who
incorporated a bas-relief by the late
Anton Pavlos - was unveiled in
ceremonies on August 23. it stands
in a park named in honor of Shev–
chenko and located across the
street from St. Nicholas Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
Mychajlo Czereszniowsky with model
for the Elmira Heights, N.Y., Shev–
chenko monument.

Deaths
During 1981 a number of promi–
nent Ukrainians passed away.
Mother Marie DolzyckaOSBM, 92,
who devoted her life to the world-

wide advancement of Ukrainian
education and service to the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church - March 2;
Archbishop Nicholas, 78, of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Ca–
nada - March 30;
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Archbishop Orest lwaniuk, 81,
head of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in Western Europe - April
14;
vasile Avramenko, 86, dance ma–
ster and choreographer, recognized
as the "Father of Ukrainian Dance in
North America" - May 6;
Taras (Bulba) Borovets, 73, com–
mander and founder of the Polissian
Sich, the first Ukrainian nationalist
guerrilla unit of World War ll - May
15;
John W. Evanchuk, 75, honorary
member of the UNA Supreme As–
sembly, four-time supreme auditor,
community activist - May 29;
Walter Didyk, 77, honorary mem–
ber of the UNA Supreme Assembly,
six-time supreme advisor, commu–
nity activist - July 3;
Katherine Peleshok, 81, commu–
nity activist known as the "Good
Samaritan of Ukrainian Refugees"
- July 20;
Lesia Lysak-Tywoniuk, 54, author
and journalist - August 8;
Ulana Celewych-Steciuk, activist
in women's organizations, including
the World Federation of Ukrainian
Women's Organizations and the
Women's Association for the De–
fense of Four Freedoms for Ukraine
- August 18;
Prof. Panas Fedenko, 87, political
activist, historian and publicist,
member of the Central Rada, one of
the leaders of the Ukrainian Social
Democratic Labor Party - Sep–
tember 10;
Archbishop Gabriel Bukatko, 67,

The Weekly

The late dance master vasile Avra–
menko.
head of the Catholic Church in
Yugoslavia, the first non-Yugosla–
vian named archbishop of Belgrade
and the first Eastern-rite head of the
country's Catholic Church - Octo–
ber18;
John Panchuk, 77, community
and civic activist, benefactor of
Ukrainian scholarship - November
4.

Aslic
plan for a
rainy day.
S
ome people manage

to go through life without ever
having a rainy day. But most people run
into a storm now and then.
So it pays to plan for a storm and
then hope it never happens.
The Payroll Savings Plan is one
sure, safe, easy way to force yourself to
start saving. And savings are a must to
keep any financial plan from going on
the skids.
The litde you set aside each payday
for U.S. Savings Bonds will grow. And
help to keep you covered come rain or
come shine.
And if you're lucky enough to
miss the rain, it might help you
s
plant a few shade
^P
^
trees
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if any of our dear readers think
that we at The Weekly had a calm
and cushy year, think again. We,
too, were caught in a slip stream of
whirring events (some beyond our
control) and had our fair share of
ups, downs and arounds.
The new year started out hot. Our
February 1 editorial on "Which way
human rights" was reprinted in the
staid and a tad hoity-toity Christian
Science Monitor. Trouble was that
our regular editorial writer spent
months sashaying around the place
muttering "Pulitzer." it was several
weeks before we could get him to
write a parish picnic story.
Also on the upbeat side, The
Weekly was blessed with some new,
blue-chip subscribers. Joining the
swelling ranks of our readers was
none other than the Ukrainian SSR's
Mission to the United Nations in
New York.
They forked over 40 smackers for
five subscriptions, but failed to
donate anything to the press fund.
Apparently, lackeys are not known
for their generosity.
Also in February, we at The
Weekly, ever sensitive to the needs
of our readers (we know who butters
our bread), embarked on testing the
waters with the first Weekly Ques–
tionnaire. The response was en–
couraging, though inconclusive. We
had readers who wanted fewer
"articles on captured Ukrainians
that nobody has heard of"; readers
who wanted more on dissidents;
readers who wanted less on "obs–
cure people, honored by obscure
groups"; and readers who begged
for more of just that. Decorum
prohibits us from printing some of
the more bizarre suggestions, but
we were grateful for the feedback.
The b e g i n n i n g of і981 also
marked a sort of liberation for The
Weekly, as the UNA supreme offi–
cers announced that our editorial
staff had been made independent of
Svoboda and that it was responsible
directly to the Supreme Executive
Committee. So, no, mother, І do not
work for the English Svoboda, thank
you.
We added some special features
this year, as our over-extended staff
of three (yes, three) did yeoman's
work in making the paper a bit more
diverse. George B. Zarycky pre–
pared a four-part interview with
Adrian Karatnycky on the situation
in Poland. Not to be outdone, lka
Koznarska Casanova countered
with an 18-part series on Ukrainian
church art and architecture.

Back after a substantial hiatus are
Roman Sawycky's Sounds and
views, and lhor Stelmach's Ukrai–
nian pro hockey update. This year
we also unveiled Notes on people.
Of all the seminal and earthshattering issues reported by The
Weekly - Poland, Ukrainian antiSemitism, war-crimes trials, the
dissident movement in Ukraine,
political developments - the issue
that seemed to most stir the reading
public was, much to our surprise,
the "folly of mixed marriages."
Judging by the response, it seems
the possibility of adulterating the
"Ukrainian substance" is uppermost
in people's minds. Substance?
Another highlight of our yearwas
the big move in June, when Merrill
Lynch bullied us from our comfy
offices on the second floor down a
notch to the mezzanine. The move
was akin to Hercules cleaning the
Augean stables. All in all it was a
good decision. Safely sequestered
in the bowels of the UNA Building,
anybody with an ax to grind woujld
have some trouble finding us.
Other tidbits (to paraphrase Pa–
norama's Helen Smindak). Our
headliner of the year has to be
Metropolitan Stephen Sulyk. The
ubiquitous hierarch seemed to be
everywhere all the time, particularly
on the first page of The Weekly. He
was at Soyuzivka, Plast camp, SUM–
A camp, consecrations, installa–
tions, meetings with Jewish leaders,
meetings with Orthodox Metropoli–
tan Mstyslav, dedications of Ukrai–
nian cultural centers, and the like.
He easily beat our last year's winner,
Oksana Meshko, for most photographs in The Weekly.
Finally, milestones. Proving that
nepotism didn't die with the Ken–
nedy administration, The Weekly
got a new layout person this year,
some-time art critic Hilary (a.k.a.
Larry) Zarycky, brother of staffer
George B. Zarycky. Although he still
cuts photos on the page and doesn't
know a T-square from a tea bag, he's
breaking in okay. We give him the
benefit of the doubt.
Lastly, we bid a sad goodbye this
year to staffer lka Koznarska Casa–
nova, who deserted the ship to join
forces with Suchasnist, a classy
Ukrainian-language journal. We
lowbrows at The Weekly certainly
wish her all the best in her, ahem,
new position.
There it is - some of our adven–
tures during the year, in closing, we
would like to wish all our readers all
the best during the Christmas season, and a happy and healthy new
year. And, oh yes, keep reading.
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10 income tax tips
Ten tax ideas that can save you
money on your federal income tax
return for 1981 have been provided
by Ernst SL Whinney, the nation's
third largest accounting firm. "These
tax planning ideas," said Jerry Kin–
drachuk, manager in charge of the
Allentown EAW tax department,
"will help you take full advantage of
the new Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981."
1. Shift income to 1982 or later,
when you can. Beginning in 1982, the
top marginal tax rate will be
reduced from 70 percent to 50 per–
cent, and there will be no distinction
between personal service income and
other income. So deferring invest–
ment income can be especially im–
portant. investment income of
510,000 deferred until 1982can resirit
in a 52,000 tax saving.
2. Contract for receipt of payments
after 1981, on sales of real estate and
casual sales of personal property.
That way, Mr. Kindrachuk points
out, gains can be spread over that
period during which payments are
received under the installment method
of reporting. Tax rates should be
lower in later years since they are
scheduled to decline by approxi–
mately 23 percent in successive steps
over the 1981-84 period.
3". if you buy certain short-term
certificates of deposit (CDs) now,
you can defer paying taxes on the
interest you earn in 1981 until you file
your 1982 tax return in 1983. The CD
must be the type on which the inte–
rest is not credited to your account,
or made available to you without
substantial penalty, before the 1982
maturity date. An investment in U.S.
Treasury bills provides a similar tax
benefit, since Treasury bill interest is
not recognized until the bill is redeemed or sold.
4. A check delivered or mailed in
1981 qualifies as a deduction in 1981
even though it is not cashed or
charged to your account until 1982.
Payments of medical expenses and
charitable contributions by bank
credit cards are deductible for the
year the charge is made, rather than
when you pay your monthly credit
card bill. With the new tax rates, you
can get more mileage out of your
deductions this year (when they can
be used to offset income taxed at
higher levels) than in 1982. For
instance, notes Mr. Kindrachuk,
assume you are in the 70 percent tax
bracket in 1981. A 510,000 payment
in 1982 would save, at most, 55,000
next year.
5. if you pay the final installment
of your 1981 estimated state income
tax in December 1981, rather than in
January 1982, the amount paid will
be deductible on your 1981 return.
6. The after-tax cost of charitable
contributions will be less in 1981 than
in 1982., Top bracket contributors
might save more tax by making next
year's contributions in 1981, even if
they have to borrow the money
involved. The tax saving may more
than offset the interest expense for a^
short-term loan. Mr. Kindrachuk
also has this suggestion: Consider
setting up a charitable income (lead)
trust. This kind of trust provides a
deduction in the current year for the
present value of income to be paid by
the trust to a charity in future years,
in later years, as the income is
actually earned by the trust, you will

be taxed, but the rate will not exceed
50 percent, whereas the deduction
affects income in 1981 - which can
provide a benefit up to 70 percent.
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Edward Kozak chosen
art competition winner

7. Time capital gains and losses
carefully. You can generate a tax loss
for 1981 by selling your "losers" as
late as December 31. Gains, by
contrast, are not recognized until
they are received. But Mr. Kindra–
chuk cautions that the long-term or
short-term character of a gain or loss,
and the amount, are determined by
the date of sale (trade date) rather
than the settlement date. This year,
December 23 is the last day to sell
securities and recognize gain in a
"regular way" transaction.
8. Prepare for changes concerning
the exclusion of interest and divi–
dents from taxable income, in 1981
you can exclude up to 5200 (S400 on
a joint return) of either dividends
from a U.S. corporation, or interest,
or a combination of both, in 1982
only 5100 (5200 on a joint return) of
dividends can be excluded. To shelter
interest income from tax in 1982, you
can buy the new all-savers certifi–
cates. These certificates have a minimum maturity of one year and are
issued primarily by banks and sav–
ings and loan associations. You can
exclude interest on these certificates
up to a lifetime limit of 5 1,000
(52,000 on a joint return).
9. Check the amount of income tax
withheld from your pay this year, if
you think you may owe more tax
than your witholding in 1981 has
covered, you may be able to avoid
estimated tax penalties and a big
catchup tax bill next April 15, by
requesting your employer to increase
your withholding right now.
Mr. Kindrachuk pointed out that,
beginning in 1982, you may also be
able to reduce your withholding.
Under old rules you were allowed to
reduce witholding for reasonably
anticipated itemized deductions such
as medical expenses, taxes, interest,
etc. New proposed regulations will
allow you to reduce withholding for
deductions that decrease your tax
liability but which are not itemized
deductions, such as 1RA contribu–
tions, the new deduction for twoearner married couples, losses from
investments (e.g., from rental pro–
perty or a partnership), employee
business expenses, and moving ex–
penses. Additionally, net capital
losses (up to 53,000) and the benefits
of income averaging can be taken
into account.
10. Note the new rules on home
sales, if you are selling your principal
residence you now have 24 months,
instead of the 18 months under prior
law, in which to replace it and thus
defer recognition of any gain on the
sale. The extended replacement
period applies to sales or exchanges
after July 20, 1981, and to those sales
or exchanges with respect to which
the 18-month replacement period
had not expired before July 20, 1981.
Taxpapers age 55 or over who
have sold a home or plan to do so
should also be aware that they now
can exclude fro,m taxes up to 5125,000
of gain on the sale of a principal
residence. The previous limit was
5100,000. The higher limit applies to
sales or exchanges after July 20,
1981.

Edward Kozak of Warren, Mich., poses with his painting "Folk Dance,"a winning
entry in the Ethno-Art Hi Competition sponsored by the Bank of Commerce.
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. - Edward
Kozak's acrylic painting "Folk Dance"
was one of six winning entries in the
Ethno-Art '81 statewide art competi–
tion in Michigan.
The winners were announced at the
opening reception of the special monthlong exhibit of the finalists' works on
December 3. City officials, civic leaders,
bank officials and other dignitaries
gathered at the Hamtramck Public
Library's gallery to honor the art
competition's participants.
Ethno-Art '81 was open to all Michi–
gan artists over age 18. More than 200
entries from artists around the state
were based on the competition's theme:
the cultural diversity that gives Detroit,
and especially Hamtramck, unique
character and resiliency as a commu–
nity.
Fifteen of the entries were designated
official finalists by the jurors, Albert
Landry, a private art dealer and consul–
tant formerly with the internationally
based Marlborough Galleries and The
J.L. Hudson Gallery in Detroit, and
Lawrence A. Henze, an art collector
and director of the Bank of Commerce.
The works of six finalists were selected
by the bank for permanent display in its

main lobby. Each of the six artists will
be awarded a cash prize of up to 51.000.
The six winners are: Barry Avedon,
"italian Mama" (oil); Lowell Boileau,
"Poletown from Mt. Elliot" (threecolor acrylic on canvas); Jerry Grieser,
"The Permanent Place" (acrylic); James
Karsina, "Chopin in 1849" (acrylic);
Mr. Kozak, "Folk Dance"(acrylic); and
Suzanne M. Young, "Helping Hand"
(porcelain clay).
The works of all 15 finalists will
remain on display in the library gallery
until December 30, and will be open to
the general public during regular library
hours.
The outstanding quality of this special
exhibit is reflected in the fact that the
Krasl Art Center in St. Joseph, Mich.,
has asked the Bank of Commerce to
loan part of Ethno-Art '81 for a statewide traveling exhibit of distinguished
corporate art collections.
Established in 1924, the Bank of
Commerce now has nine offices in
Wayne, Macomband Oakland counties.
As of October 31, 1981, reported assets
were more than 5283 million. The Bank
of Commerce ranks 24th in size among
the more than 270 banks in Michigan.

Kochman work appears on cover
CH1CAGO - The cover picture of
the November issue of the Chicago
Artists' Coalition Newsletter is Alexan–
dra Diachenko Kochman's ceramic wall
piece "Circum Series tt5."
inside the newsletter Randy Sher–
man, art reporter, writes that Ms.
Kochman recently has been working on
a series of large-scale ceramic wall
reliefs and that her pieces are characte–
rized by contrasts in design, which she
achieves by combining smooth and
rough texture, dark and light colors,
circular and square forms, and curved
and straight lines. Ms. Kochman's
sculptures are raku fired, which gives a
piece a natural looking surface.

The author writes that Ms. Kochman
has been exhibiting her work in Chicago
and outside Chicago where she has had
both group and one-woman shows. She
tries to express her personal values,
ideas and feelings in her work and is
guided by aesthetic notions that aim
toward uplifting the human spirit rather
than those that portray unhappy human
experiences. She believes that art should
be promoted until it is a part of the daily
experience of people's lives.
The article also states that Ms. Kochman has ceramic pieces in a model
Ukrainian house of the "European
village" at the Milwaukee Public Mu–
seum and that she was born in Ukraine.

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.
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WHY LOOK ANY FURTHER?
THE UNA HAS THE G1FT SOLUTlONFOR YOU!
' T h e Ukrainian Weekly

I'TNIZDOVSKY
Woodcuts, 1944-1975

Let The Ukrainian Weekly provide you, your friends and your family with a
Ukrainian perspective on the news - local, national and international. You
can't afford not to subscribe if you want to be an informed reader.
о YeselkaXThe Rainbow children's magazine
Written for children up to age 12, it will open ihe doors of Ukrainian folklore,
poetry, illustrations and short stories for boys and girls. At only J 8 for 10
colorful issues, this magazine remains a bargain and a fun learning tool as
well.
о Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
Thanks to its large membership and resources the UNA was able to
undertake publishing the most complete reference wo; k about Ukraine in the
English language. This extensive encyclopedia comes in two volumes. A
must for every household, the encyclopedia is particularly useful for students
who can rely upon it for various school projects and reports on Ukrainian
topics.
о is your Ukrainian library complete?
HISTORY'S CARNIVAL
by Leonid Plyushch
S14.95^ Я.00 postage.

HNlZDOvSKY - Woodcuts.
1944-1975. a catalogue raisonne
by Abe M. Tahir. Jr. - J25.00
t Si.00 postage.

The Svoboda Bookstore stocks many other books in the Ukrainian and
English languages. Among them are several pictured below. For a complete
list of books on Ukrainian cuisine, art, literature, language and history write to
the Svoboda Bookstore, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City. N.J. 07302.
When selecting the book or books you wish to order, send remittance (check or
money order), including postage of Si to S3 (depending on the number ol books) and
5"o sales tax lor New Jersey residents to the Svoboda Bookstore
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UKRAINIAN
COOKERY

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY!
І w o u l d like to s u b s c r i b e to T h e Ukrainian Weekly f o r „

year (s).

N a m e : ^ - ^ - - ^ ^ ^ - ^ - - ^ - - - ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ - ^ .
UNA B r a n c h :
bv Savella Stechishii
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'

Street: ^ „ ^ ^ „ „ ^ „ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ . ^ „ „ ^ „ . ^ „ „ ^ „ ^ ^ .
C i t y : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : „ ^ „ ^ „ „ „ ^ „
State:
Zip

T R A D I T I O N A L U K R A I N I A N COOKERY
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THE OTHER HOLOCAUST
Many Circles of Hell
by Bohdan Wytwycky
- 14.95 t Si.00 postage.

in a d d i t i o n , 1 w o u l d like to give a friend a s u b s c r i p t i o n to T h e

by Savella Stechishin
(Handling and postage charges
i n c l u d e d ) - S14.00

Weekly f o r ^ ^ ^ y e a r

(s).

N a m e : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^

UNA B r a n c h : ^ „ ^ ^ ^ „ , ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ ^ „ ^ „ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ „
Street:.^^–.^-^^^^-^„^^...^^^^^„^C i t y : „ ^ „ . „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^
State: ^
Zip

AN 1NTRODUCT10N
TO UKRAINIAN
HISTORY
volume 1: Ancient and
Kievan-Galk-uin Ukraine-Rus'

.
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HUMAN R1GHTS
MOVEMENT
IN
UKRAINE

S u b s c r i p t i o n rate: $5 for U N A members, S8 for non-members.

Please send me UKRA1NE: A C0NC1SE ENCYCL0PAED1A
copies vol. 1, at S45.00;
DOCUMENTS Of THE UKRrtNMN

copies vol. 11, at S60.00;

HELSINKI CROUP. вгевво

copies vol. І 4 11, at S94.50 per set.
Remittance enclosed S
(Please make checks payable to the Ukrainian National Association, inc.;
AN 1NTR0DUCT10N TO UKRA1N1AN
H1ST0RY. v o l . 1 : Ancient and Kievan–
Galician Ukraine-Rus', by Nicholas
L. Fr.-Chirovsky - 119.95 t S1.00
postage.

Name
Address

would like to give a veselka-Rambow Magazine subscription to:

Address:
City:

State:

Enclosed is S

for one year's subcnption

Enclosed is S

for two years' subscription

(S8 per one year subscription )

THE

H U M A N RIGHTS M O V E M E N T I N

UKRA1NE, Documents of the Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Group. 1976-1980 S12.95 (hardcover), 18.75 (paperback) ^ S1.00 postage.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

:ЖЗКЯ^ЗЗДЯЙ^^
There are still 10 days to Christmas,
if you go by the Julian calendar, as do
most Ukrainians in the Big Apple. That
means there are still 10 shopping days
during which Ukrainian residents of the
Big Apple and its suburbs can skip over
to Little Ukraine in Manhattan's East
village and come up with some colorful,
unique treasures for their families and
friends.
v
You might begin at Second Avenue
and 13th Street with a visit to The
Ukrainian Museum's gift shop and
work your way down Second Avenue to
Seventh Street and the Surma store,
thence east to the First Avenue chil–
dren's wear shop and Delto Gifts. Or
you can start at Surma's (just a few steps
away from the Cooper Union Founda–
tion Building) and work your way
eastward and northward until you reach
the museum.
Either way, you'll find that the
museum's gift shop, cheerfully managed
by lrene Wolosiansky, prides itself on
offering one-of-a-kind items produced
here and in Ukraine. Right now, handmade traditional ornaments for the
Christmas tree are the going thing shiny spiders, stars and mobiles, arrange–
ments of wheat stalks and pine cones,
and lightweight clowns, mushrooms
and water pitchers created from blownout eggs.
There's a charming curio shelf, about
10 inches long, the wood carved by hand
with traditional patterns, which holds
several tiny ceramic pots and pitchers
created by Anna Bidiak of.Astoria. A
quaint accessory for any home, the shelf
is available with motifs and ceramic
designs typical of the Hutsul and
Khmelnytshchyna regions of Ukraine.
Other wood items include a handcarved salt box, perfect for a kitchen
wall, spoons and scaled-down repro–
ductions of butter churns and spinning
wheels which would make appropriate
accessories for a kitchen or dining area.
The shop carries a small stock of
jewelry, including a striking multistrand gerdan or necklace of red glass
beads, as well as icons, hand-embroi–
dered cushions, pottery, dolls in Ukrai–
nian costume, baby-size banduras and
clothespin kozaks. There are exclusive
Christmas cards and notecards featur–
ing work by artists Petro Cholodny,
Mychajlo Czereszniowskyj, Arcadia
Olenska-Petryshyn and Liuboslav Hut–
saliuk, a selection of graphics, original
drawings and watercolors by Ukrainian
artists, and many books and publica–
tions on Ukrainian culture.
Prices range from 52.50 to 570, and
museum members receive a 10 percent
discount on all merchandise.
A few blocks south of the museum,
next door to the Ukrainian National
Home, is Diadem Men's and Women's
Wear, where Walter Zaklynsky custom
tailors highly fashionable reversible
capes, coats, skirts, jackets and vests of
cashmere wool. The store also carries
blouses, such as a high-necked victo–
rian-style.d lace blouse (545) and a
lovely classic style with gathers, tucks
and self-covered buttons (575), as well
as'.angora-hats, gloves and scarves. 1n
the sweater department, there's a stylish
offering in a one-size dolman-sleeved
mohair sweater in popcorn stitch(535).
East Seventh Street between First
and Third avenues is a veritable treasure
trove of shops and galleries - the
Surma Book A Music Co. at No. U.
Norm Enamel Art Gallery at No. 13, the
Mayana Art Galle,ry.at No. 21, Rok–

solana Leather at No. 41 and Arka
Company at No. 48.
At the Surma store, where you'll find
Ukrainian books, records, periodicals,
clothing, foods and folk art, owner
Myron W. Surmach and his assistants
provide cheerful and efficient service as
Ukrainian music and carols fill the air.
Embroidered dresses and blouses,
carved wooden toys, wool blankets and
brocaded ribbon by the yard are in
great supply, in one corner, Eugene
Hrycha, former professor of Greek and
Latin in Ukraine, busily sells books and
periodicals; in another, record albums
are stacked ceiling high. There'sa small
curtained dressing room in mid-store
where customers can try on Kozak
tunics and embroidered blouses.
The large greeting card counter
includes "How to Have a Ukrainian
Christmas" recipe cards designed by
Mr. Surmach's sister, Yaroslava Sur–
mach Mills, and a full line of note cards
with reproductions of Yaroslava's
reverse paintings on glass. Surma also
carries many of the items needed to
make the Christmas recipes: ground
poppy seeds, shelled wheat, vanilla
beans, sun-dried mushrooms and unre–
i'".ed Ukrainian-style honey from the
Surmach family apiaries in Saddle
River, N.J. (Mr. Surmach's father,
Myron Surmach Sr., a health food
advocate and vegetarian, tends the
hives.)
At Norm Enamel Art Gallery, Kon–
stantin Szonk-Rusych offers a great
range of enamel art pieces, in a variety
of sizes and subjects, all framed and
ready to hang on the wall. The shop has
a supply of icons and there's a large
selection of jewelry and wood and
ceramic folk art items.
Mayana Gallery, now owned by
ceramic artist Slava Gerulak, has an
exhibit of Ms. Gerulak's ceramic sculp–
tures, ceramic plates and plaques, pen
and ink drawings, color prints and
monoprints. The predominant subject
in the ceramic pieces is the Madonna
and Child or the female head or figure,
an important theme in Ms. Gerulak's
work. Prices range from 55 for a flower
pendant to 5350 for a large sculpture.
Handsome leather bags, wallets, belts
and jewelry boxes, hand tooled by
Roksolana Klymuk,fillthe window and
shelves of one side of the Roksolana
Leather shop. Miss Klymuk, who spe–
cializes in custom orders, also has a
stock of tiny hand-embroidered cu–
shions filled with floral-scented herbs.
The other side of the shop, the domain
of Miss KJymuk's partner, Yuriy Wyz–
nyckyj, features silkscreened T-shirts
and —recentlyadded — sweatshirts in
a variety of colors and sizes. (For store
hours and information, call 598-9698.)
For gift ideas, Yaroslav Pastu–
shenko and Roman Porytko , who run
the Arka department store, point to
their large stock of ceramic pieces,
Hutsul wood boxes with intricate
incrustation work, banduras (full size,
ready to play), and records for the
Christmas season: the Byzantine Cho–
rus, the Shevchenko Ukrainian Bandu–
rist Capella and other outstanding
groups and soloists.
The Arka store has a full stock of
DMC embroidery thread, in all colors,
for any needlework you or your mother
may wish to do.
Second Avenue, in addition to The
Ukrainian Museum and the Diadem
shop, is the locale of the Olha Sonevyt–
sky Art GaHexy, a,t No.– 98. Mrs,

Sonevytsky can show you paintings by
Hutsaiiuk, Solohub, Horniatkewych,
Krychevsky. Kondra, Fedushchak and
other Ukrainian artists.
Over at 146 First Ave., the Delto Gift
Shop owned by Zenon iwanycky spe–
cializesin fringed shawls (great for this
season's ethnic look), sweaters, tablecloths and fabric by the yard, as well as
ceramics and other gift items.
For children's wear, drop in to the
First Avenue infants' and Children's
Wear at 112 First Ave. and let owner
Michael Pyrsky suggest something
suitable for the little ones on your gift
list.
The Molode Zhyttia Plast supplies
store at 304 E. Ninth St., around the
corner from the Ukrainian National
Home, might solve your quest for gifts
for teenagers.
Certainly not to be missed is the Eko
Universal Gift Store, at 145 Second
Ave., (next door to the Orchidia Restau–
rant). The tiny shop, crammed with
clothing, ceramics and greetings cards,
has a cozy, bazaar-like atmosphere.
And, while you're scooting around
from store to store, don't forget to stop
in at a Ukrainian food store or meat
market, varenyky and holubtsi can be
bought by the dozen at Hladun Cater–
ing A Home Cooked Foods, while
choice cuts of meat and spicy kovbasa
by the pound are available at Kurowy–
cky Meat Products (142 First Ave.), the
East village Meat Market (139 Second
Ave.) and Brody Meat Products (96
Second Ave.). You're bound to be
hungry after all that shopping.

From H to K
Let's pick up our alphabetical roundup of people and events.
A new face on the Tv screens during
the 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. broadcasts of
ABC-TV'S "Eyewitness News" is that of
Mark Haines, son of Anne Troscianet–
sky Haines, who used to sing in the New
York Metropolitan Area Chorus direct–
ed by Stephen Marusevich. Mr. Haines,
35, who joined the "Eyewitness News"
staff about a month ago, appears in
studio reports and videotaped presenta–
tions covering all aspects of news —
murders, meetings and garbage strikes.
His professional background includes
16 years of television work in Los
Angeles, New York and New Jersey

Law

and

Order...

(Continued on page 1 )

Eugene Pereyma of Newark, N.J.,
secretaries.
After the conference, the executive
board held a brief meeting at which it
was decided to reorganize its composi–
tion to include liaison persons repre–
senting Detroit, Minneapolis, Newark
and Philadelphia. Based on a rotational
system, the duties of executive board
president were taken over by the former
second vice president Dr. Bohdan
Shebunchak, while both former presi–
dents, Messrs. Flis and Oleksyn, be–
came vice presidents.
The participants of the community
conference and the executive board

and, mostrecently,a stint with WPR1
Providence, R.l.

in

Early this fall, pianist Thomas Hryn–
kiw gave a concert at Chicago's Ukrai–
nian institute of Modern Art in conjunction with an exhibit of work by his
brother, artist Robert Hrynkiw, now
the manager of PS Galleries in Dallas.
Mr. Hrynkiw played Brahms Second
Piano Concerto when he made a solo
appearance recently with the orchestra
of College Misericordia in Dallas, Pa.
(Yes, Pa. is correct). Last Sunday he
performed with the Concertium Ensem–
ble, a chamber music group, which gave
a concert at the Lehman College Center
for the Performing Arts in the Bronx.
in Uniondale, L.1., Alex Kalinowsky,
a student at Hofstra University, directed
the Nassau County bandura trip and the
choir of St. Michael's Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Church when the two groups
provided a musical interlude during a
parish dinner marking St. Michael's
Feast Day. Earlier in the day, he
directed the choir in responses for a
pontifical liturgy concelebrated in St.
Michael's Church by Metropolitan
Mstyslav and the very Rev. Dr. Simon
J. Hayuk, St. Michael's pastor.
Continuing its efforts to raise funds
so that Ukrainian studies courses can be
established at Columbia University, the
Barnard-Columbia Ukrainian Club
recently held an exhibit of contempo–
rary Ukrainian art (arranged by Slava
Gerulak) and a second "Day at Colum–
bia^Night in Ukraine" concert and
dance. Ulana Kekish, president of the
Barnard Ukrainian Club, reported last
week that private donations were add–
ing to the funds already raised by the
students and that "we're getting close to
our goal." Anyone who wishes to help
can send a contribution to the Self–
Reliance Credit Union, 98 Second Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10003, making checks
payable to the Columbia Ukrainian
Studies Fund, Account No. 9705.
"November Day" a play written in
1942 by 1 van Kernytsky, was performed
by the Lydia Krushelnytsky Drama
Studio before an audience of close to
700 at Stuyvesant High School on
November 1. Mr. Kernytsky is popular–
ly known as iker, the humorist and
Svoboda columnist. The cast included
Nadia Dyba-Podoliak, Tymish and
Taras Hankevych, Olenka and Taras
Pevny, Yaroslav Shul, Yurko Mykytyn
and Taras Yaremko. Musical arrange–
ments were by ihor Sonevytsky, and
lights and setting by Taras Hirniak.
Orest Pytliar was the guest speaker.

affirmed that, with the good will of the
present UCCA, they are ready at any
moment to resume negotiations which
could lead to complete unity in the
community life of Ukrainians in the
United States.

To err is human
in the commentary on The Weekly's
architecture series by artist Andrij
Maday (December 20), we incorrectly
spelled Mr. Maday's first name, it
should have been given as Andrij, not
Andriy. We also neglected to delete the
second footnote which referred to a
portion of Mr. Maday's commentary
that had been edited out of the article'.
We apologize, fjor. the error.i. v
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Ukrainian pro hockey update
by ihor N. Stelmach
who his wings are. І can put Chapman,

Federko's development parallels Blues' success Tony Currie or Babych on hisrightwing,
He doesn't make an elephant disa–
pear or saw a lady in half. He doesn't tell
a stranger how many bills he has in his
wallet or pull a rabbit out of his hat. Yet
in the realm of prestidigitation there is
no more skillful performer — not
Blackstone, not Doug Henning, not the
Amazing Kreskin - than the St. Louis
Blues' Ukrainian magician, Bernie Fe–
derko.
The hockey stick is Federko's wand.
And when he's inside the blueline,
enemy goalies mesmerized by his sleightof-hand would swear he wears a top hat
and tails. Now that the Blues have
established themselves as one of the
NHL's top teams, Federko's light is no
longer hidden under a bushel.
"Bernie is one of the game's premium
quality centers," Blues' coach Red
Berenson says.
Federko is a typical Jean Ratelle,
Jean Beliveau, Stan Mikita type in that
he's consistent and always among the
league's top 10 scorers. With 104 points
(31 goals, 73 assists) last season, Feder–
ko became the first 100-point scorer in
St. Louis history.
"He could score a helluva lot more
goals — 50 for sure — if he weren't such
a generous centermen," Berenson
says. "He threads the needle with his
passes."
"An assist is as gratifying to me as a
goal, definitely," Federko says.
Even when the ratio is two or three
assists to one goal, as has been the case
the past two seasons, Federko nods
affirmatively. Even then.
Not surprisingly for a magician,
Federko's ice skills are deceptive. He
doesn't appear to overpower defensemen and park in the slot the way, say,
Phil Esposito used to. And he doesn't
seem to be a fast skater.
"Bernie has deceiving speed," affirms
Berenson. "He can open up and leave
people behind him." Others cite Feder–
ko's deceiving strength.
"For one thing, 1 weigh 195 pounds,"
the six-foot Federko says. "1 think some
of the guidebooks still list me at 178. if
the defensemen don't know who's
coming on 'em, you can give them that
little pushoff. І lift a few weights here
and there. І don't bulk up, but i'm
stronger than 1 think sometimes.
"As for speed, 1 don't look like i'm
going fast, but 1 have quick acceleration.
You can be the fastest skater in hockey,
but if you can't control yourself, that
speed isn't going to do you any good."
Although only 25, Federko brought
four and a half years of NHLexperience
into this season. "Now 1 know the ins
and outs," Federko says matter-of–
factly. "After watching players like Jean
Ratelle, and the things he does so well,
1 know ways you can cheat without
getting caught."
The Blues' first-round choice (se–
venth overall) in the 1976 draft, Feder–
ko spent the first half of his initial
season in Kansas City (CHL). Bernie
and both his linemates were called up to
the parent club in February and ac–
quitted themselves admirably.
"This is the foundation of the team
we're going to build," the Blues' thencoach Emile Francis said as the 1976-77
season ended and he turned his atten–
tion solely to front-office matters in an
effort to revitalize a sinking franchise.
Federko was a disappointment for
much of his first full NHL season, 197778. "1 hurt my shoulder and knee at the
start of the season, then tried to come

back too soon," Bernie remembers.
"Leo Boivin was our coach, and he
was from the old school. You sit and
watch before you play. There were three
centers ahead of me. When Barc(P1ager
- the next coach) took over, he be–
lieved in us and we got more ice time."
Federko's line finished strong.
Fellow Ukrainian Wayne Babych
was drafted in 1979 and placed opposite
Sutter (Brian - left winger on Federko
line), and suddenly Federko was center–
ing the Blues' No. 1 line. "We ran into
everybody's checking lines the second
half of the season," Bernie recalls.
Unfortunately, the Blues had little else
going for them except Federko's line
and finished with a dreadful record.
Federko broke his left wrist with five
games left and finished the season five
points short of 100.
President-general manager Francis'
rebuilding program began to pay divi–
dends two seasons ago.
"We knew we had the talent, and we
were learning to work with each other,"
Federko remembers. Blair Chapman
came in, replacing Babych on our line
and clicked early. Mike Zuke (the third
Ukrainian in St. Louis) and Babych
worked well together, and all of a
sudden we had two scoring lines instead
of one. More depth, if we got checked
hard, another line came through."
Last year St. Louis ranked near the
top of the NHL's overall standings, and
nobody more thoroughly appreciates the
Blues' success than Federko, who was
with the club when it was a doormat.
"1 used to go home and you didn't
want to tell people who you played for,"
Bernie says. "You could finish in the top
10 scorers, but you were only the best of
the worst. Now we've got nine or 10
guys who are scoring threats, in two
years we've gone from second worst to
second best."
Off the ice, Federko likes music
("nothing heavy, no wild screaming")
and wishes he could play an instrument.
He's also a recent family man since his
wife Bernadette presented him with
their first child in March of last year.
in the clubhouse and in team-related
activities, Federko is something of a
wise-cracker and has been known to
pull a practical joke or two in his day.
"Sometimes it helps if there's tension in
the air," he says.
Beneath this facade, though, he takes
the game to heart - especially when
things are not going well — and he has a
tendency to fight the puck if he feels he's
letting the team down, "in a slump your
mind gets boggled," he admits, "it's all
mental. You can't get down on yourself.
You have to remind yourself you're
doing the same things you've always
done. You сапЧ lose the confidence to
try them any more and your adrenalin
turns to lead.
"Eventually one of your shots will
bounce off somebody's skate for a lucky
goal and a little beam of light will flash
into your brain: you can do it. During a
slump, though, you try to stay loose to
keep from losing your mind."
Berenson thinks Federko is underrated.
"For a centerman, he's very good
with his feel along the boards digging
the puck out," the Blues' coach says.
"He's not a great practice player, but he
is not a floater either. He's not afraid of
hard work and has a good capacity for

and they all look at home there.' Sutter
missed one game, so Jorgen Petterson
played left wing and scored three goals."
More than most centers, Federko likes
to seT plays up from behind the cage.
"in one game, Edmonton was crowd–
ing the front of the net, so 1 went behind
it. it worked well for us, so we kept
doing it. it's a tough play for the
defense. Having the cage there is like
having another guy on your side."
Although he's already established
himself as a prolific scorer, Federko
thinks he is several years away from his
peak and hopes to improve his game in
the interim.
"1 don't need work on just one part,"
he insists. "Overpassing, knowing the
exact time to'shoot — the judgement
area — my defensive game, everything,
i'm a plus on defense, but not as high as

Season
1976-77a
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81

'in games, he's effective no matter

Federko, Bernard Allan (Bernie)
Born in Foam Lake, Sask., May 12, 1956
Center, shoots left. 6', 195 lbs.
(St. Louis'first choice, seventh over-all, in 1976 draft)
Playoffs
League Regular Season
Club
GP G A PTS РІМ GP G A PTS РІМ
K.C.
CHL
69 41
42
St. Louis NHL
23 15
31
1 2 2
41 27
72
St. Louis NHL
95 14
74
St. Louis NHL
94 24
79
St. Louis NHL
104 47
78
St. Louis NHL

Ukrainian players on NHL training camp rosters
When the 1981 National Hockey
League teams opened their training
camps in September no less than 65
Ukrainian stars were vying for spots on
opening-day rosters. The majority cf
these Ukrainian hopefuls were young–
sters destined for further seasoning with
their junior league clubs or on profes–
sional contracts in the four-tier level of
the minor leagues.
A positional breakdown shows nine
Ukrainian goaltenders (13.8 percent),
18 defensemen (27.7 percent), 19 centers
(29.2 percent), eight left wingers (12.3
percent) and 11 right wingers (16.9
percent). From the above it can be
concluded that 70.8 percent of Ukrai–
nian hockey players choose to specialize
in one of the three "skill" positions of
hockey, namely goaltending, defense
and center.
Certainly goalie is the most difficult
of any position on the ice — it requires
literally years of practice. Defense
requires the ability to skate forward and
backward in order that this player may
aid in defending against an on-rushing
attack and generate his own team's
offense with a rush from within his own
zone. A center must generate natural
speed, develop the knack of winning
face-offs so that his team may take
control of play, feed his two wingers at
appropriate times and show some
semblance of an accurate shot.
Looking at teams heavily populated
with Ukrainians finds the Chicago
Black Hawks leading the way with
seven, the New York islanders next with
six. Five Ukrainians are listed with
Washington and Winnipeg while St.

Louis, Toronto and Calgary each boast
four. The remaining clubs have at least a
duo or trio with two exceptions (Minne–
sota and Quebec). Pittsburgh (shame on
you, Penguins) is the only NHL fran–
chise with nary a Ukrainian hockey
player.
Not to be forgotten are our three
Ukrainian coaches: Mike Nykoluk,
Cliff Koroll and Walt Tkaczuk. The
former is into his first full year as head
coach of the Toronto Maple Leafs after
taking over midway through last season. Nykoluk was rather rudely treated
by his previous employers, the New
York Rangers, following Fred Shero's
dismissal. Believing it simply a matter of
time before he received a head coaching
job, Mike was proven correct by To–
ronto's offer last year.
Ex-Black Hawk right winger Koroll
enters his second full season as Keith
Magnuson's assistant in Chicago. Cliff,
known for his special defensive abilities
during his long career, coaches the
forwards with a strong emphasis on
teaching them the arts of forechecking
and defensive positioning on the ice.
A serious eye injury prematurely
ended Tkaczuk's lengthy active service
with the Rangers. However, his knowledge and skill of the game proved to be
impressive enough to land him an
assistant's spot with his former team.
Walt also begins his first full season
behind the bench next to head coach
Herb Brooks, usually manning headphones in communication with another
assistant or scout in the press box. His
primary duty is to instruct the young
Ranger centers.

UKRAINIAN HOCKEY STARS ON i98i NHL TRAINING CAMP ROSTERS:
Team
Boston
Buffalo

it.

i'd like to be. i'm not bad, but i'm not as
good as 1 should or could be."
To Federko, as to most of the Blues,
winning the Stanley Cup is the paramount objective. But, he remains realis–
tic.
"We're all very inexperienced in the
playoffs," he admits. "Out of 20 guys,
we probably don4 have 100 playoff
games among us. We're going to be
there, and ready this time, but if things
don4 work out, there's always next
year. We're still a team on the way up.
"The prime age of hockey is 27 to 28,
and most of us are several years or more
younger than that. We may be two or
three years away from our full potential.
But if we only come close to the cup,
next year well pick up some little things
we need in the draft and get better.
"The Stanley Cup is definitely our
goal, even this year, and it's going to
take a heckuva team to beat us."

Player
Mike Krushelnyski
Larry Melnyk
Chris Halyk
Mark Wichrowski

Pos.
C
D
C
RW

Team
Player
Calgary Jeff Lastiwka
Peter Madach
Carl Morosak
(Continued on page 15)

Poe.
GT
C
LW
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COACHES:

(Continued from page 14)

Team

Chicago

PUyer
Rick vasko
Bob Janecyk
Chicago
Steve Ludzik
Tom Lysiak
Perry Pelensky
Warren Skorodenski
Bart Yachimec
Miles Zaharko
Rich Chernomaz
Colorado
Steve Janaszak
Bill Oleschuk
Detroit
Larry Lozinski
John Ogrodnick
Dennis Polonich
Edmonton Walt Poddubny
Dave Semenko
Joe Kowal
Hartford
John Mokosak
Paul Shmyr
Los Angeles Dan Bonar
Pete Luksa
Dennis Owchar
Minnesota Mike Antonovich
Montreal Al Luciw'
Dave Orleski
Greg Paslawski
New York lsl. Mike Bossy
Neil Hawryliw
Mike Hordy
Kelly Hrudey
Peter Steblyk
Steve Stoyanovich
New York Ran. Jeff Bandura
Ed Hospodar
Philadelph a Mike Busniuk
David Michayluk
Taras Zytynsky
Quebec
Clint Malarchuk
St. Louis Wayne Babych
Bernie Federko
Richard Zemlak Mike Zuke і
Fred Boimistruck
Toronto
Mike Kaszycki
Rocky Saganiuk
Gary Yaremchuk
vancouver Stu Kulak
Stan Smyl
Washington Mike Fedorko
Li ' .
Bill Hlynsky
І;П'
Orest Kindrachuk
Dennis Maruk
Ьягі!
Peter Sidorkiewicz
Winnipeg Dave Babych
Dale Hawerchuk
Bill Holowaty
Greg Kostenko
Morris Lukowich

Pos.
D
GT
C
C
RW
GT
RW
D
C
GT
GT
GT
LW
RW
C
LW
LW
D
D
C
D
D
C
D
LW
RW
RW
LW
D
GT
D
C
D
D
D
RW
D
GT
RW
C
C
C
D
C
RW
C
RW
RW
D
LW
C
C
GT
D
C
C
D
LW

Cliff Koroll
Assistant Coach
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A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...

New York Rangers
Walt Tkaczuk
Assistant Coach
Toronto
Mike Nykoluk
Head Coach

Ukrainian headliners
Maruk scores 4 for Capitals
Semenko excels in Oilers' victory
The above headlines appeared atop
two of United Press international's
daily accounts of hockey story lines
from the first two months of this season.
They refer to Washington's Maruk
notching his second hat trick of the
young campaign (actually Dennis did
himself one better by scoring four goals)
and Edmonton's Semenko grabbing the
scoring spotlight in his team's recent
victory over vancouver where Dave
netted two goals including the gametying shot.

NHL Ukrainian player
of the week
Dennis Maruk
Washington Capitals
By tallying two goals and assisting on
three others scored by grateful teammates, thus totalling five points in an
11-2 annihilation of hapless Toronto,
Dennis Maruk is honored as our first
player of the week. At press time Dennis
had catapulted to seventh on the NHL
scoring list.
Runners-up: in two St. Louis wins
Bernie Federko and Wayne Babych
each registered one goal and three
assists as the Blues began their uphill
comeback in the league standings.
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We cover it all.
Can you afford not to subscribe?
І would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly
for
year(s).(Subscription rates: 55 per year for UNA members. S8
for non-members).
My name is:
- .
..
^ ^ . ^ - ^ –
І belong to UNA Branch:
'
:
'
Address: - ^ – ^ „ . . ^ „ „ „ ^ „ „ ^ „ „ . „ ^ . „ „ „ ^ – ^ ^ ^ „ .
City:
'
- - ' ': - State: - – - ^ – ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ . „ ^ .
Zip code: . - . . „ ^ „ – ^ – - ^ – - . ^ – - ^ – - ^ –

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
in addition. І would like to give a friend one year's subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly
HisXher name is: - . . ^ – ^ „ ^ ^ – ^ – - - - ^ – ^ –
Address: ^ ^ – - „ ^ ^ – ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ – - - . ^ – - –
Ciity:
State: ^ – ^ ^ ^ ^ – „
Zip code:
- - „ „
І enclose a check for S .
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Coming next week: latest scoring
stats, the promised Ukrainian amateur
draftees in 1981, the latest Mike Boss–
yisms and much, much more...

30 Montgomery Street Щ Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

NOTICE
To Secretaries and Organizers
Of the UNA

NOTICE
To UNA Members
and Branches
Members and Branches of the Ukrainian National As–
sociation are hereby notified that with the ending of its
fiscal year the Home office of UNA must close its accounts
and deposit in banks all money
received from
Branches

The 1981 Membership Campaign ends Decem–
ber 31, 1981 therefore we willaccept applications of new
members only to December 31, 1981.
We urge you to make every effort to fultfill your quota
and mail in your applications early enough to reach the
Home Office by December 31, 1981.
U N A HOME OFFlCE

No Later Than Noon
of December 31, 1981
Money received later cannot be credited to 1981
Therefore we appeal to all members of the UNA to pay
their dues this month as soon as possible and all Branches
to remit their accounts and money in time to be received
by the Home Office no later than noon of THURSDAY.
DECEMBER 31. 1981.
Notice is hereby given that Branches which send their
dues late will be shown as delinquent and in arrears on the
annual report.
UNA Home Office

WE HAVE KITS FOR BLOUSES, P I N CUSHIONS, P U C E MATS, TABLE SCARVES,
PILLOW COVERS A N D WALL HANGINGS.

FOR FREE
INFORMATION
SEND SASE TO:
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together m their college years, with ivan
becoming a well-known writer through
his many articles in the Ukrainian press,
(Continued from page S)
anecdotes for your humor column, are with dreams of writing the first book on
you?"
the "Ukrainian Experience in America,"
"1 should have had a hundred pages which would, of course, land on The
of notes already. The situations and New York Times Bestseller List. Andriy,
anecdotes are there, but 1 just fail to see on the other hand, went on to earn an
M.B.A. and had gotten himself a wellthe humor in them."
"What about those men there? АгепЛ paying job in the business world.
they laughing? Why not do a sketch
Andriy put a S20 bill on the bar as the
based on what they're talking about for bartender brought them their drinks.
your first humor column?" ivan's friend
"They're talking about how that one
saw the possibilities in that.
man got drunk last night and what
happened
when his wife caught him
Both of them had taken journalism

The humor column

MAKAR'S JEWELRY
STORE 8c SHOP
8 2 3 Sanford Ave. a

Newark, N.J. 0 7 1 0 6 m ( 2 0 1 ) 3 7 4 - 7 7 8 7

ш Large selection of jewelry made of 14 and 18 carat gold, silver and enamel.
і Jewelry crafted to your specifications.
і Ukrainian tryzub (tridents) in various styles and sizes.
і Men's and women's watches, coral and amber jewelry, brooches, earrings, rings, religious medals ,
and crosses,
і Bulk orders accepted from shops as well as individuals,
і Gold jewelry and coins bought
vERY REASONABLE PR1CES. " CLOSED WEDNESDAYS.
Write for our mail-order catalogue
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sneaking home at 3 a.m." explained
lvan. "That's funny? How many times
have we seen the stereotype of the drunk
Ukrainian husband and the wife that's
ready to beat him? І find that tragic, not
humorous."
"Okay, okay — 1 see your point.
Hmm. Surely there's humor in Ukrai–
nian politics. Think of all there is to
satirize: the UCCA Congress, the politi cal infighting, the name-calling, the
personalities..."
"Ukrainian fighting Ukrainian. There
are so many things for us to do here in
the U.S. for the Ukrainian cause, and
yet we spend so much time arguing and
fighting. І see the senselessness of it, but
not the humor."
"Youth! That's it! The Ukrainian
generation gap!"
"Maybe how the young, seeing all the
political fighting, want no part of the
Ukrainian community? Or how..."
"Okay, okay, Ah... how about..."
"it's no use. 1 feel like crying."
Andriy and lvan sat at the bar, look–
ing sullen, while all around them the
Friday night crowd laughed and joked
and...

Solidarity... .
(Continued from page 1)

by it and that it condemns the current
indirect intervention, it must,continueto make clear to the Polish military
government that its continued repres–
sion of Solidarity will have the most
serious consequences.
We, therefore, call upon the United
States to demand the following:
о cessation of the state of war that is
being waged by the Polish military junta
against the Polish nation;
a immediate release of the leaders and
members of Solidarity;
^ immediate restoration of commu–
nications between Poland and the
outside world;
" firm assurances by the Polish
military government that it will recog–
nize and respect the right of Solidarity
to exist as a free trade union without
government interference.
Unless and until these actions are
taken by the present Polish military
regime, we call upon the United States
to declare a complete embargo on all
economic and cultural relations with
Poland.
REAL ESTATE

"if you don't already know about Kvitka,
you owe it to yourself to get her record"
-Lew shandow. AMERICA
"Ms. Cisyk і voice is flawless, full of life and
expression. КУІТКЛ is definitely one Of the best
albums out on the Ukranian musk market."
-Teresa Kopanycia,
THE U K R A I N I A N WEEKLY
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Kvitka Cisyk's stunning album of
Ukranian songs is available at rec–
ord stores and Ukranian gift shops
throughout the USA and CANADA.
The Perfect Holiday Gift!
Also available by mail direct from
KMC RECORDS CORP.. 76 Minuteman Road.
Ridgefield, CT 06877. 57.98 each, shipping and
handling included.
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COME то FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD AREA
Apts. - Hotels - commercial - кеяавтйй
JOHN W. LWfENEC - BROKER-SALESHAB
Nffrill Lynch Realty. HCK. inc. Realtors
201N. Unhrcrsity Drive. Plantation. Fl. 33324
Office: (305) 473-2600. Eves: (305)7424524

Save

REAL ESTATE

1N N O R T H E R N viRGlNJA^
We service the fastest growing area in the East
lor real estate purchase and investments. Our
Agents are able to assist you in all areas of
land Residential - Commercial - industrial
lease-'Rentals.
Write or call "Pete" Petremko for further
informatio'n (703) 750-2336
or (703) 321-7332
Member of UNA Branch И71
PETRENKO PROPERT1ES
7258 Maple Place
Annandale. virginia 22003

Share The Weekly with a friend
THIS CHRISTMAS,
GIVE A GIFT OF MUSlC!
FROM 1SKRA RECORDS
СОЮЗІВКА
Різдвяне Меню
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SOYUZIVKA
Christmas Dinner

1. Prosphora
1. Просфора
2. Borshch with dumplings
2. Борщ з вушками
3. Картопляники з грибовим сосом 3. Kartoplyanyky with mushroom sauce
4. Boiled carp in gelatin
4. Варений короп в ґапяреті
5. Holubtsi with mushrooms
5. Голубці з грибами
6. varenyky with potatoes
6. Вареники з картоплею
7. varenyky with cabbage
7. Вареники з капустою
8. Prune dumplings
8. Галушки зі сливами
9.
Filet of sole with horseradish sauce
9. Смажена риба з хріновим сосом
10. Apple strudel
10. Яблушний пиріг
11.
Fruit compote
11. Компот з овочів
12. Kutya (whole wheat with honey and
12. Кутя з медом і маком
poppy-seeds)
Чай - Кава
Coffe - Tea

"lSKRA"

"ZUSTRlCH SVITANKU'

TWO BEST-SELLING UKRAINIAN LP RECORDS FROM NEW YORKS
POPULAR "1SKRA" BAND.
Available at Ukrainian stores everywhere
or directly from:
1SKRA RECORDS c7o 0. KUZYSZYN
5 2 1 1 70th Street a Maspeth, N.Y. 11378 m (212) 426-2634
Records 57.00: Cassettes 8 8-tracks 38.00. Pluse add S1.00 for shipping.
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